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KITIMAT, B.C. (C'P) -- 
The Bfltish Columbia water 
rights branch is setting out to 
determine the limits of a 1949 
water licence, given to 
Aluminum Co. of Canada, 
which some environ. 
mentsllsis call "basically a 
Magus Carts which allows 
Alcan to rampage over the 
countryside at will. 
"What we want to know is 
how much control do we 
have over Ale.an because this 
! 
~- .s  . 
pROVINCIAL '= [~.~..~-'q-? 
' ?ARLIA~EN r BL~).I3 
Al.can"s Wi 'ter ri.ghtS under examination 
water llcence is extremely 
vague," said branch official 
David Tanner. 
• Alean's propos~:l Kemano 
Two hydro-electric ex- 
panMon, under the llcence, 
would almost double the 
existing Capacity of Kenmno 
One, a power plant built 25 
.years ago, 65' kilometres 
southeast of this northern 
community, tofuel the Alcan 
smelter. 
The AIcan llcence was 
issued under the Industrial province 'which wouldn't 
DevelopnientAct', legislation have to apply for a water 
written solely for Alcan llcence," he said.. 
"back in the Post-War years 
when the government The branch admits the 
thought i had to hand over Hcenee isan "aberration on 
sweeping powers as the price its b0oks, more wide-ranging 
it had to pay for develop- that anything we've ever 
sent," said Howard issued, even bank then." 
DeBeck, 'water rights con- 
troller. Meanwhile, the B.C. 
Forest Service is in- 
"It's the only hydro- vesttgating eompiaints that 
electric development in the a contractor hired by Aiean 
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felled trees on 3.6 hectares 
along the banks of the Na- 
nika River, about 100 kilo- 
metres 'south of Houston, 
B.C 
Jack Biiekert, Prince 
Rupert regional forests 
feet up both sides of the 
river," said Michael Bell, 
spokesman for the Hoaston- 
based environmental group, 
the Father Morice Outdoor 
Recreation Society. 
"The drilling process also 
manager, said he authorized introduced silt into the river 
a trespass notice to be sent o which is a major spawning 
Alcan for illegally cutting area for several species of 
trees on Crown land. salmon," he said. 
"Trees were slashed and A seven-volume federal f
cleare~ for se~'eral hundred sheries report on salmon 
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ENERG Y POLICY PASSED BY  
studies in connection with 
Kemano Two said the 
project could re'~ult in bet- 
wean f~8' million and $372 
million damage to fisheries 
over the next 50 years. 
Alcan spokesman Brian 
Hemingway said due to 
considerable public protest, 
the company plans to hold 
public hearings in the area 
this month. He said the 
company felt the cutting of 
timebers was within the 
14 Flavors 
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terms of its agreement with 
the government. 
Expansion at Kemano Two 
was studied extensively in 
1973 and 1974 but shelved 
after public criticism was 
aroused. The project in- 
volves the alteration of 
several river and lake sys- 
tems. 
Bulkley Valley and Bums 
Lake district residents have 
organized tofight the project 
if Alcan decides to proceed. 
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Throne speech talked of jobs and economy 
Kiln donated 
to hospital 
By DON SCHAFFER 
Herald Staff Writer 
The Terrace Centennial Lions Club last week 
presented the Mills Memorial Hospital's psychiatric 
ward with a new kiln for firing ceramics. This kiln is 
part of the psych ward's occupatlonal therapy 
program, which allows the patients to make 
marketable products and sell them to each other and 
the general public. 
The uceupational therapy program was begun at 
Easter this year, under the charge of Pauline Vaal- 
Henke. It was set up originally with a start-up budget, 
after which funds are no longer available. The 
program must now generate its own operational 
capital, and this is why it is important for thepatients 
to produce high-quality goods to sell. 
The group s pre-Clristmas sale will take place at 
the middle of November. This will be the first of what 
Vaal-Henke hopes will be twice annual sales, when the 
pa in ts  will sell the goods they have made. 
e group makes all sorts of crafts and w, ooa 
workectgo~, aLv]e, ll as ~t~,..~amic gooods that th~ 
kiln imW~a~"s ~]~m io pi'~luce.~d ~slin& a worker 
in the psych ward, emphasises that the group makes a 
wide range of products. 
"The group doesn't just sit around and make 
baskets," according to Risling. "We make candles, 
macrame, we have a woodworking room and the new 
Idln. We do still make the baskets, but the crafts range 
so much now." 
The theraputic value of the facilities lies largely in 
the fact that he goods that the patients make are very 
marketable. The patients.aren't just making things 
for the sake of the activity, but are doing something 
useful and profitable. Aside from the candles, 
macrame and ceramics the patients make, the 
woodwork made includes tables,ornaments and 
looms, which the patients use and sell as well. 
By PAUL GESHELL 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
Progressive Conservative 
government opened the 31st 
Parliament Tuesday by 
pledging to promote in- 
dividual initiative, restore 
confidence in the economy 
and co-operate with the 
provinces. 
Only a few minutes after 
Gov.-Gen. Ed Schreyer read 
the-first throne speech 
prepared by a Conservative 
government in 17 years~ the 
traditional partisan batlles 
in the Commons began with 
the three major parties 
denying the five Social 
Credit MPs the automatic 
right to sit on parliamentary 
committees. 
And outside the Commons, 
Liberal Leader Pierre 
Trudeau and Ed Broadbent, 
New Democratic Party 
leader, took turns insulting 
Prime Minister Joe Clark's 
policy-previewing throne 
speech by saying nothing 
was announced to aid the 
economy or provide af- 
fordable nergy. 
The politicians were less 
scrappy when they paid 
tribute to John Diefenbaker, 
former Conservative prime 
minister who died since the 
see page  2 
PARL IAMENT 
Fulton said 
not impressed 
Besides being for sale tothe general public the prices, and interest rates, " 
crafts are available to the patients. While they pay Showing off their new kiln, courtesy of the Terrace Lions Club, are Frank Drmohue, Crlstina Cote, he noted."They weren't C bi 
only for the cost of the materials, the pubUc will pay a Pauline VaaI-Henkeand EdR is l lng . .  p~otouy t~n schaffer directly approached in the ros e 
charge for the work that has gone into the products, ii~!iii~iiii!!~!i~iiiii~....~!!ii~!ii!ii~iiii~ii~i~iiiiiii~!~iii~ii~ii~i~!!ii~i~!!iiiii~!~ii~i~!~iii!iiii~!iii~i!ii~!~iii throne speech and really 
The first sale is coming in November, andwhena TO Suspects shoot they shouldhavebeen."  may be  
definite date has been set, more details will .be EUROCAN Fulton praised the 
available, government for its con- their way free f l rmat ion that the nervous FIGHT ON PCB agreements concerning the t,tptn's-u'e s e e n  Prince Rupert grain By CAROL GOAR elevator would be signed. OTTAWA (CP) -- Hints 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Two as new filling or make-up MONTREAL (CP) -  Two As the van was rolling He aisoindicatedopprovaiof surfaced Tuesday that 
fluid in the servicing of prisoners -- identified bya long the Decarie ex- flrmshaveflledobJectionato the plan to purchase ad- Finance Minister John in the Yukon  proposed federal restrictions electrical transformers or poliee ,s Michel and Pierre preasway, shots werefired ditionalhoppcrcars, wbich Crsshta may have serious 
on the use of the toxic associated equipment. Renoud, charged with the and the duo fled. There were he says is good for Prairie questions about the high. 
• Feb. lesiayingdaMontreal conflicting reports as to farmers and "will help interest-rate economic path 
chemical polychlorinated The department mid a policeman following a whether the escapers made create jobs in Terrace." The on which the government is 
biphenyis, or PCBs, the hoard of review will hold a $100,000 jewel heist -- shot off hy automhile or on foot Tory government announced embarked. By VIC PARSONS powers of her office and environment department an- public hearing on the matter 
their way out of custody to. The Renaudo are facing plans to encourage mining in In an off-the-cuff comment WHITEHORSE (CP) -- move the territory a long nounced Tuesday. in Ottswa Dec.10. and roport day. charges of first.degree the north, which Fulton to reporters, he mentioned 
Yukon commissioner lone way towards provincial The department said the its recommendations within There were unconfirmed murder in the shouting death intends to keep an eye to. that one of the frustrating 
Christensen resigned status. : llrms -- The lron Ore Co. of six months to both the on- reperts that one guard and at of Constable Rene Valles "As mining critic, I am things about raising the hank 
governmentTuesday aft r theannouncedfederal byNorthemAffairoMinistorThe changes, made publicandEurocanPulpandPaperCanada of Newfoundla d nisters.Vir°nment and health, my- wounded.least°ne other prisoner were following the Jewel robbery certainly going to pursue rate is that it does not seem 
changes that would cut the Jake Epp, would oblige the Co. of Kitimat, B.C. -- are in at a house in the affluent that, because there are some to deter Canadians from 
commissioner to follow effect challenging for the The proposal to prohibit Police spokesman Paul suburb of Mount Royal. Two broad questions that are borrowing money and Mort  ,e advice of the Yukon's Is- flrottimetheEnvlronmentoi helmport, manutactureor Perrault said the break other police officers were going to have to he aoswered buying on credit. 
member elected legislature Contaminants Act which sale of PCBs in new products nceurred while several wounded in that incident, and long term strategic Crosbie made the remark 
on all matters of exclusive cameintoeffectApril 1,'1976. was made last December. prisoners were being plans that the government several hours after the Bank rates up te~terial authority. Both firms have objected PCBs have best linked and the mining sector must tramperted in a van to the Pierre Renaud was of Canada had announced it 
to the proposed restrictions with birth d.efects, liver Mmtrasi courthouse from arrested shortly afterwards be involved in to have a was raising its pace-setting 
TORONTO (CP) -- Epp also proposed prohibiting the use of PCBs carnage and cancer, mnimum.security Arch. in San Juan, Puerto Rico, viable mining sector/'he lending rate to a record 13 
Canadian Imperial Bank of replacement of the current of the city. nightclub dancers commented, while pointing per cent. Commerce announced today executive committee, which i~iiiiii!:i!iii:ii!ii!iiiiii!i~iiii!iii~.....:.~iii!i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiii~iii.iiiiii~ii~iiiiiiiiiiii~:iii~!iiii~iiii!i~!ii~ii, ambeuit pen tent ary, north along with two French.bern 
an acrnas.theboard increase includes the commissioner, 
in mortgage rstes of , per with a cabinet eensisting of ' " f local transit plan Council  approves o The move, following the territorial council would be 
increase Tuesday in bank called the legislative , 
interest rates to their assembly and the govern. By ED YUDIN think there was any question in our minds that there rate would be adopted if Thornhill and Terrace were 
By ED YUDIN ont the need for 'additional 
Herald Siitf'Writer smelters and improved rail 
The throne speech lacked and road facilities for the 
the kind of economics transport of ore. 
leadership Canada needs, In general though, 
says Jim Fulton, the M.P. Fulton, who is the NDP 
for Skeena. mining and small business 
Fulton said that while critic, appeared disap- 
Tuesday's peech contained pointed with the initial 
some good news for the performance of the new 
Northwest, it lacked clear government of Joe Clark. 
cut policies in such areas as "When you consider that 
job creation, fair prices, and it's been four months ince 
the rising bank rates, the ~lection, they really 
"It really hasn't analyzed should have had an op- 
and taken into account he portuMty to make specific 
serious economic problems policy statements in the 
that Canada is facing in throne speech, that simply 
terms of energy, jobs, weren't here." 
sent leader would be on. 
highest-ever levels, was rifled to be called premier. Herald Staff Writer was a possibility Thornhill wouldn't go for it and we amalgamated. ~pected. • Terrace District Council appears to be united in might be interested in it ourselves,"said Alderman "I can't say the taxpayers of Terrace have to sub- 
Helmut Giesbreeht in explaining why a separate plan sidize the existing facilities in ThornhIH," he For conventional three. The federal move is a supporting the financing scheme for the proposed new for Terrace and Thornhill was adopted, remarded on the issue of amalgamation. "As far as andflve-year ope  mor. major step away from the 
tpgea, the Canadian Is- prev ious te i ' r l to r ia l  Terrace-Thornhfll public transit system, which will GiesbrechtsaidtbatWatmoughisalsopushingfora eventual amalgamation g es , it depends on the terms. 
perial's rate now will be 133/4 governing system under see Thomhill residents pay considerably more than change in the funding of recreation, which would see I do think it only logical that one day Terrace and 
per cent. The convention which the federally.up- their Terrace counterparts the establishing of a straight mill rate for all com- Thoruhil] will be one city." 
three year open rate and the pointed commissioner held The aldermen made their views known at Tuesday manlty taxpayers. According to Giesbrecht this might 
rate°ne yeargoesaUtomaticto 14 per cent.renewal legislature.Vet° powersTheoVerchangesthe Council.night's regular meeting of the Terrace District set the prededent Watmongh is looking for. Alderman Bob cooper pointed out that Thorulttll 
residents weren't he only ones who might consider essentially parallel pro- The regional district director for Thornhill, Lea .pesa.ta made last summer by ""Itwould be very difficult for me to justify any kind themselves unfairly assessed. 
Watmough had been pushing for a community- of •subsidy to Thornhill from the taxpayers of "When the bus routes are decided, there may well Stocks drop ~e rour.mem~r executive financed scheme where Thornhill and Terrace Terrace," he said he areas in the Terrace District which will be too far 
TORONTO (CP) - -  The committee, residents would pay the same mill rate for transit. Giesbrecht said he would oppose any form of away in to make use of it, but these people will still be Toronto stock market Epp's announcement 
Instead, the proposal adopted at a joint meeting of the amalgamation if it meant Terrace taxpayers .would assessed." 
eonflnued to drop sharply came as the federal Urban Tranm~ Aut,ority and representatives from have to subsidize Thornhill for the kind of services 
today following record. Progressive Conservative Terrace,Thornhill, and the regional district called for they now lack. Giesbrecht's point concerning the financing of breaking losses Tuesday. government was promising 
The selling wave, set'off by in Tuesday's throne speech Thornhill to pay its own way. WaUnough later Alderman David Pease reiterated his earlier stand, recreation facilities was supported by Alderman Alan 
increased interest rates in in Ottawa to strengthen the protested that he had been misled into believing the that the cost sharing proposal for the transit system Soutar who noted that the "jurisdiction problem is a 
Canada and the United authority of the territorial community finance system would be adopted, underlined the benefits which would accrue Thernhill real one," but it was the "citizens of Terrace who 
States, governments. "Maybe that's the way he understood it, but l  don't if amalgamated to Terrace. He said the straight mill decide who pays for what." 
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from one 
kat Parliament, and when today is to restore growth, 
they unanimously elected confidence and jobs to the 
Liberal MP James Jerome Canadian economy," said 
to continue as Commons the speech. 
Speaker. Clark promised a five.part 
Trudeau, who said his economic strategy that 
petty will support some of would include better control 
the measures in the Con. of government spending, co- 
servative platform, in- operation with labor and 
eluding giving the public business to encourage 
greater access to govern- growth of the private sector, 
meat documents and in- Job.creation programs, 
formation, kicks off the improved regional trans- 
eisht-day throne speech portation and actions to 
debate today, ensure the country is self- 
The speech was largely a sufficient in enerl~' by 1.990. 
repetition of the policies 
Clark unveiled in his cross- 
country travels during the 
spring election campaign. 
Enactment of these 
would require at 
st 24 pieces of legislation. 
Clark aides told reporters 
the government wants to 
introduce during this session 
of Parliament all the 
measures outlined to the 
binck.tie crowd in the red- 
:oorpeted Senate chamber. 
"My ministers believe the 
greates t  immediate  
challenge facing Canada 
Special mention was made 
of plans to create more Jobs 
for youths, natives and 
women-- the groups hardest 
hit by unemployment. 
However, unemployment 
insurance rules would be 
tightened to remove dis. 
incentives to work. 
Government spending 
estimates presented each 
February will contain four- 
year projections " o that you 
can judge the probable 
impact of today's decision on 
tomorrow's economy." 
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energy, which is shaping up 
as the key issue in the new 
Parliament, was given little 
mention in the throne those statements by telling reform-- apet proJect of the be invited to consider 
speech, reporters: "The one ira- previous Liberal govern- measures to build upon the 
Unspecified measures portent thingis what will the ment. diverse regional and cultural 
would be taken to stimulate price of energy be?" • However, the speech strengths of Canada," the 
energy development and Clark has been negotiating promised the government uationally.televised npeech 
distribution to attain energy oil pr ice increases with will "bring about a new era said. 
self-sufficiency. But the provlncial leaders but so far in federa l -p rov inc ia l  The Immigration Act 
government "accepts and has been unable to reach a relations" by consulting and would be amended to 
respects provincial Jurtsdio. compromise between the cooperating with the prov- "embed in its preamble the 
tion over resources as it ac- energy.producing and Innes. multicultural fact of 
cepts its own responsibility energy-consuming prov. "My mintsters believe that Canada." Clark aides said 
to ensure conomic stability, laces, the way to build a whole this new emphasis on multi- 
• oulturallsm will not be at the 
PARLIAMENT I . 
competitive advantage and The speech, the t int  deilv- NEWS BRIEFS 
other national objectives." ' ered by Schreyer, made no nation is to respect our in- 
Trudeau responded to mention of constitutional dividual parts and you will 
Compulsory treatment ~ghPe~m'e°fFrench'CanadianTrucleau, who has made 
national unity his first f ddi prlorlty, snubbed Clark's o a cts  sc rapped pratseofcnituraldiversity by saying: "A nation is more 
alum Just a sum of its parts." 
The speech announced that 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
British Columbia's con- 
troversial Heroin Treatment 
Act, designed for the com- 
pulsory treatment of heroin 
addicts, was ruled invalid 
Tuesday. 
Chief Justice Allan 
McEachern of the B.C. Su- 
preme Court said the act 
went beyond the powers of 
the provincial legislature 
because it invaded the 
federal feld of erimininal 
law and created a new crime 
of narcotic dependency. 
He said the legislation isin 
effect the same as the 
federal Narcotics Control 
Act and that the Social 
Credit government over- 
stepped its bounds by peM- 
ing the taw last year. 
The ruling came on a con- 
stitutional challenge laun- 
ched by convicted drug 
Coal deal made 
SEOUL (AP),-- Premier led by Bennett. 
Bill Bennett of British Korea Electric said that 
Columbia witnessed today the 800,000 tone of Canadian 
the signing of major cool- coal will meet about 30 per 
sales contracts between cent of 2.7 million tees 
three suppliers from B.C. needed annually for a 
and Korea Electric Co. projected 565,000-kilowatt 
Under the three separate .power plant south of Sooul. 
contracts, Kaiser Resources The remaining 70 per cent' is 
Ltd., Fording Coal Ltd., and to come from Australia. 
Crows Nest Ltd. will supply Bennett and his mission, 
the steterun utility with a who arrived Tuendsy, called 
combined 600,-000 tons of on South Korean Premier 
coal anunlly for five years Choi Kyu.Hah, Foreign 
beginning 1982. Minister Park Tong-Jin and 
The  signing of the con- Energy and Resources 
tracts at the South Korean Minister Chang YieJoon to 
energy and resources discuss ways to step up 
ministry was timed with the economic co-operation 
visit of a seven-memher between South Korea and 
economic mission from B.C., B.C.,. officials aid. 
5 p.m. to midnight 
addict Brenda Ruth 
Schneider of Buroaby, B.C., 
who has been on a 
methadone maintenance 
program since 126g. 
Her action was supported 
by the B.C. Civil Liberties 
Association as a test case of 
a taw against which civil 
libertarians have railed 
since the provincial 
government made known its 
intention to introduce it in 
August, 1977. 
"We were elated when we 
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got the news," said Dr. Rag 
Robson, an association 
spokesman. "Mounting a 
ease like this needs a 
sustained effort and an 
enormous emonnt of money 
and voluntary time. 
"But we are not sure at all 
what the provincial 
government Is going to do 
noW." . 
Health . Minister Bob 
McClelland said the at- 
torneygenerai's department 
will study the peseibillty of 
an appeal. 
While admitting some dis- 
appointment with the 
decision, the minister said he 
plans to "press harder than 
ever before" to get action on 
heroin addiction from the 
federal gnvernment. He said 
he will be going to Ottawa 
Thursday for discussions 
with federal officials. 
He said the government 
would continue the voluntary 
aspect of the heroin treat- 
ment program, the only part 
for which staff had been 
hired. Because of the pen. 
cling court action, staff had 
net yet been hired to handle 
patients who might have 
been forced to accept 
treatment before being 
,found guilty of any crime. 
"We feel henor.bound to 
continue with the voluntary 
and court referral part of our 
program -- which is going 
quite well - -  and that part 
will continue," he said. 
Chief Juatic McEachem, 
who Judgment covered a 10- 
day trial in May and June, 
rejected claims on behalf of 
the attornny.gencral that he 
Heroin Treatment Act was 
health legislation. 
He admitted the argument 
was the strongest pert of the 
attornny-ganeral's ca e, but 
said he couldn't accept it 
because the legislation was 
aimed not at aiding public 
health but at a relatively 
small segment of society 
already dependent upon 
narcotics. 
He noted that the act 
provides for compulsory 
t reament ,  including 
I detention, for fixed periods 
up to three years. 
"The reel subject matter 
of this legislation, in my 
opinion, is criminal law." 
The chiel Justice made it 
clear that he had not decided 
there could be no legislation 
providing for detention or 
compulsory treatment, but 
only that such a law cannot 
validly be passed by a 
provincial legislature. 
Mrs. Schneider said she 
was happy with the decision. 
"The main thing is we got 
rid of that compulsory 
program, which is what we 
wanted. However, there 
should still be a hospital in 
B.C. to treat addicts on a 
i voluntary basts." 
the government will initiate 
special studies into many of 
the nation's ills but appeared 
to contain fewer spending in- 
tnntiom "than recent hrone 
speeches. 
Committees would be 
established to investigate 
nuclear development, needs 
of the handicapped, ways to 
allow voluntary groups to 
play a larger ole in society, 
policies on foreign own- 
ership, including the Foreign 
Investment Review Agency, 
and ways to prevent cost 
overruns on major govern- 
'mast projects. 
There would also be a 
committee to find ways to 
strengthen committee 
powers, to make ministers 
more accountable and to 
decide if there should be a 
permanent Speaker. 
More .p'owerful com- 
mittees, along with 
streamlined procedures 
allowing individual MPs to 
introduce bills, echo Clark's 
statements while in op- 
position that back-bench 
MPs should play a larger 
role in Parliament. 
So-called sunset legislation 
would ha introduced "to 
provide a regular op- 
portunity for Parliament to 
Judge whether government 
programs and agencies need 
continue in their present 
form, if at all." 
Other key promises in the 
throne speech: 
--Implementation of a tax 
credit for mortgage interest 
and property taxes paid by 
homeowners. "
--Amendments to the 
Indian Act allowing Indian 
women to marry non.status 
Indians and keep their own 
status. 
--Changes to the spouses 
allowance which is paid to 
those between 60 and 65 who 
.are married to pensioners 
but lose the allowance when 
the pensioner dies. 
--Legislation to create a 
new ministry of social 
development " o better co- 
ordinate social programs 
and expenditures." 
--Measures' tohelp, small- 
and med ium-s ized  
businesses and to encourage 
more Canadians to buy 
shares in public and private 
companies. 
--Changes in the Em- 
ployment Tax Credit 
p rogram-  which offers 
wage subsidies to certain 
businesses-- and creation of 
a youth employment 
secretariat to create Jobs for 
youth. 
--Legislation to expand 
the role of the department of 
regional economic ex- 
pansion. 
--Development of a white 
paper on fisheries. ' \  
---Creation of a ~zeaway 
advisory council to give 
users a bigger say in pellcien 
affecting the waterway.. 
--Development of a 
merchant maline with the 
government ensuring .an 
even flow of work  to 
Canadian shipyards. 
--Measures to encourage 
more mining development i  
the North and to give greater 
powers to the two territorial 
governments. During the 
election campaign Clark 
promised provincial status 
for the Yukon. 
OWN AN AVIS FRANCHISE" 
Avis !s looking for e select few business people to 
operate Arts Franchtse(s) In the Prince Rupert and-or 
Terrace area(s). 
prosj0edlve Ilcenoses who qualify will loin the Avis 
World Wide System: the largest In the world. We are 
looking for motivated, ag0resslve, business people who 
elreedy are, or want to be, their own boss but who 
recognize the eddltlonsl benefits of working within a 
successful organization. Status, n name that sells, a 
workln0 support system, sales force and national 
advertising ell add to the financial benefits of being an 
Avis Franchise Licensee. 
AVIS 
If Interested please contact: 
Mr. T. Muracs 
Avis Transport of Canada Ud. 
309.4014 Mac Lecd Trail Sooth East 
Calgary, Alberta T2G ]RT. 
(4O]) ]43440S' 
AViS i 
We try harder I 
I 
LONDON tAP) - -  Prime 
Minister Margaret Thatcher 
ts under increasing pressure 
from members of her 
Conservative party to 
recognize the Zimbabwe 
Rhodesia government of 
Bishop Abel Muzorewa. 
The move is seen as a 
reaction to black guerrilla 
leaders' continued op- 
position to key provisions of 
the new constitution 
~ opoaed by Britain for the eaknw y African colony. 
Foreign Secretary Lore 
Carringten, chairman of the 
Zimbabwe Rhodeslan peace 
.conference, is in Blaclq3ool 
today to report o the annual 
Conservative party con- 
terence. 
' Right-wing delegates to 
the conference are cam- 
~ igning for recognition of e biracial government 
headed by Muzorewa, who 
has accepted the British 
draft constitution. 
Pope's visit costly 
NEW YORK (AP) --  ~40,000 for police overtime 
Preliminary estimates in. and traffic control. 
dieate that Pope John Paul's Iowa spent about $147,000 
visit to the United States 
might cost the U.S. public 
more than SV million. 
Although' Roman Catholic 
archdioceses paid some ex- 
penses arising from papal 
masses, substantial sums 
were spent for police 
overtime, traffic control, 
crowd barriers and trash 
dishouai in the six cries the 
pontiff visited. 
Gov. Edward King of Mns- 
sachuaetta put state costs at 
about $000,000 for 6,000 
National Guardsmen, 600 
for National Guard troops, 
the Pope's air travel and 
other expenses, about $42,000 
less than originally an -
nounced, said Kenneth 
Quinn, an aide to Gay. 
Robert Ray. 
The District of Columbia 
and federal taxpayers can 
expect o pick up the ~1.6 
million tab for the Pope's 
weekend in Washington, 
nearly two-thirds of it for 
police overtime. Tax funds 
also were spent for security 
fences, food and housing for 
state troopers and other some personnel and extra 
personnel and services. The health and sanitation 
city of Bnston, first stop on workers. 
the Pope's tour, had allotted 
Foreigners have quotas 
SEATTLE (ALP) -- The 
Russian and Polish fishing 
fleets have ended tbok. 1979 
operations off the northwest 
coast. 
The 26-sltip Russian 
fishing fleet was ordered to 
cease operations Tuesday 
midnight, the National 
Marine Fishery Seerviee 
said. 
The service had ordered 
both nations to stop fishing at 
midnight Sunday because 
both had caught more than 
their quota of black cod. 
The Poles stopped fishing 
Sunday as ordered, but the 
Soviets appealed to the state 
department and were per- 
.mitted to continue fishing for 
two more days. 
The Soviet fleet com- 
mender based his appeal on 
a charge that the fishery 
service was using incorrect 
data. 
At the time of the order, 26 
Soviet and seven Polish 
vessels were operating off 
Oregon and Washington, 
said Bill Dickinson, afishery 
service nforcement division 
spokesman i Seattle. 
Dickinson said the Soviets 
will be allowed to leave two 
processor ships off Oregon to 
handle hake caught by 
northwest fishermen bar- 
vesting for a Joint Soviet-. 
U.S. venture. He said the 
American fishermen have 
not exceeded their quotas of 
other incidentally caught 
species while netting hake. 
ThaU.S. flsbermen are not 
expected to reach their hake 
quota before the Oct. 31 
deadline. 
Cambodians flee attack 
BANGKOK (AP) -- About 
IS,-000 Cambodians fled into 
Thailand to escape a Viet- 
uamesa mortar and artillery 
attack today as the Phnom 
Panh regime conceded more 
than half the country's 
population is facing star- 
vation. 
Thai authorities said the 
refugees, many of them 
hungry, sick and exhansted, 
included about 5,000 troops 
• backing ousted Cambodian 
Premier Pol Pot. 
Thai military officers said 
Vietnamese troops sup- 
porting the pro-Hanoi 
Plmom Ponh regime fired 
more than 60 mortar and 
artillery rounds into a Pol 
Pot stronghold. 
A detachment of Thai 
troops was immediately sent 
to the region, south of 
Aranysprathet on the Thai- 
Cambodian border, to 
control the influx. 
The civilian refugees, 
mostly women and children, 
will be turned beck into 
Cambodia once the area 
he.comes quiet again, of- 
flctak said. 
The shelling and the influx 
of refugees follows 
cp~.yedictions f a Vietnamese 
• seasOn offensive to clear 
Pol Pot troops from the 
mountains and Jungles along 
the Thai border. 
Salmon catch higher 
VANCOUVER (CP)" - -  
Sockeye salmon catches in 
waters regulated by the 
International Pacific Salmon 
FiJherles Commission were 
substantially above the one 
million forecast for com- 
mercial fishermen from 
Canada and the United 
States. 
The season ended Sunday 
when the commission relin- 
qutshed control of the Fraser 
River fishery for the year. 
The commission said 
preliminary estimates gave 
U.S. fishermen a total of 
1,775,000 fish, compared with 
1,602,000 caught by 
Canadians. 
The catch of Fraser River 
pink salmon, also regulated 
by the commission, was up 
slightly from the four million 
forecast for fishermen from 
each country, the com- 
mission said. 
Canadian fishermen took 
4,-129,000 pink salmon, 
compared with 4,075,000 
caught by Americans. 
The commission ap- 
portions the catch each year 
between finhermen of the 
two nations. The U.S. 
government shares the cost 
of rehabilitating Fraser 
stocks because the salmon 
are fished in U.S. waters on 
their migration from the sea 
to spawning beds up the 
river. 
UN buzzer charged 
NEW YORK (Ranter) --  Baudin told reporters ha 
An Australian anther.pilot was disgruntled with Har- 
remained in Jell today on a 
federal charge after buzzing Publishing Co. for the way it 
the United Nations' 
headquarters in a small 
plane, causing the evac- 
uation of thousands of UN 
employees. 
The incident Tuesday has 
also brought allegations that 
The Post, the city's only 
afternoon ewspaper, knew 
of the stunt in advance but 
did not inform police. 
The publicity.hunMy pilot, 
identified as Robert Baudin, 
was arrested after he spent 
nearly three hours flying 
around the UN and the 
nearby offices of his 
publisher. 
c.ourt, Brace, Jovanovich 
had handled his 
autobiographical book, Con- 
fessions of a Promiscuous 
Counterfeiter. 
He was arrested after 
landing the plane and 
charged with aggravated 
assault by local authorities. 
The FBI said Bandin also 
will be charged with ex. 
tortion. 
In a tape-recorded 
massage toThe Post, Baudin 
complained that his 
publisher had not edited Ida 
book satisfactorily and had 
not promoted it. 
U.S bank rates up 
NEW YORK (AP) -- Banks use tbe prime, 
which is the rate charged the Major U.S. banks, faced with 
the soaring cost of acquiring 
money, have raised their 
ne lending rates on 
seas loom by a "record 
one percentage point o 14½ 
per cent, also a record. 
most credit.worthy cor- 
porate borrowers, as the 
bests for setting interest 
rates on almost all loans to 
businesses. 
I 
Execut ive  
e lec ted  
Skeena MLA Frank Howard, (tklrd from top left) 
gave a helping hand at last week's election of officers 
for the Skeena New Democratic Party Asseclatlon in 
Terraee, The new executive (top row, left to right): 
BJorn Petturson.Presldent, Croft Randle.membership 
Arts and crafts sale set 
The Terrace Art 
Association will be holding 
their annual Pre.christrnas 
Arts and Crafts Sale. All 
craftspeople, whether 
members ot the association 
or not, are invited to reserve 
a place at the sale as space 
will be limited. All items and 
paintings hould be h und- 
made. 
For further details please 
Refugees are 
,working here 
, ' i,.: By E D YUDZN 
. ~ ,~ -.. : Herald Staff Writer 
Nine of the ten employable 'boat people in Terrace 
now have gotten jobs, according to the Canada Em- 
ployment Centre. Many, however, are working at Jobs 
below their capacity, due to the language barrier. 
One new Terrace resident, working at Budget Rent 
a Car, is involved in maintenance of cars. In fact, 
Danh Hugnh 37, is a qualified accountant, who 
hopefully will be employed in his chosen profession, 
once the language bar r ie r  is surmounted.  
"Most  of the people are def in i te ly underemployed,"  
agreed Betty Barton of the Canada Employment  
Cent re ,but  there is.no way 'a . lo t  of them could do.the 
type of work they are,trained for unfll..thelr English 
improves." 
Curiously, most of the Vietnamese people in Terrace 
can read English. So the language barrier won't be 
inaurmouatable. 
There are some people, though, whose skills ma3f 
not be appreciated here in the Northwest. Xay Hung 
Luu was a artist in his native Vietnam, a portrait 
painter in charcoal. In Terrace, however, Luu is an 
apprentice at Norm's Auto Body Shop. Some o~ the 
others work at A&W and Time Cleaners, and,~till 
another , is .empl0~ed atv , .a  .~loeai~:,..sa~wmill: 
There h~'e tiu-ee fahiflies now residing'ifi Tel'race; all 
sponsored by the Christian Reform Church. In ad- 
Wtion, there are two married men and one single 
person who are government sponsored. The families 
of the married men remain behind in Vietnam, at least 
for the moment:  According to Barton, the two men 
spent a very lonely Thanksgiving Day away from their 
families. 
The three intact families moved into their new 
residences in the new Terrace Apartments behind the 
Kalum gardens on Monday. In general the families 
appear to he getting organized. The adjustment, 
though is severe. Some of the boat people have never 
slept in beds, used electricity, and have some dif- 
ficulty adjusting to Canadian food. 
contact.Kcith Olssn at 635- 
9384 or 635-7883. He is co- 
ordinating the event this 
year. The sale will run for 
one evening, Nov. 30 from 6 
p.m. to 9 p.m., and one day, 
Dec. 1from 9 a.m. to.6p.m, in 
the Skeena Mall. 
in previous years the event 
has been held in the library 
basement but each year it 
has been expanding as more 
artists come to the area. The 
sale gives locals a chanee to 
buy unique handmade 
Christmas gifts and the 
~trtlsts d c~anee to display 
their , work. 
A poi'ti0n of the revenue 
will go to the Art 
Association. The funds will 
be used to establish a per. 
manent public gallery in the 
near future as the city ex- 
pande. 
Fishermen 
off the hook 
' VAN00UVER'  (CP)  - -  
Three fishermen were le[ off 
the hook Tuesday by a 
British Columbia Supreme 
Court decision which 
ncquitted them of charges of 
contempt by the Restrictive 
Trade Practices Com- 
mission. 
Jack Nicbol, Homer 
Stevens and George 
Hewisen, three exeeutives of
~e United Fishermen and 
All~WIZ'kers Union, were 
eh~/~e~! W"Ith eontempt and 
threatened with penalties 
alter they refused to answer 
questions raised earlier this 
year during an inquiry into 
the production, purcheae, 
sale and processing offish in 
B,C. 
Mr. Justice H. C. MeKay 
ruled that the fishermen are 
workmen and are included in 
a section in the Combines 
Investigation Act which 
exempts employees and 
workers from answering 
questions relating to internal 
union policies and decisions. 
IInil . _ ,~ . !  ~ :S -315 ...... ~, 
• . . ,  _ .k t t~, .  .A  ...t . ~ .  . . . . . . .  ~,  
,~ ,=~ _ . , t~"~ Easy starting w i th  14 Oar & chain 
" ~ .~,..~ l~ i l l l l "  Groupe( controls , 
~ Vibe-less construction 
. . . .  cs.7so.v  . 
"~'.!  ,~=em,eae~. . ,~ l~ ' j~  ..;;z; ,o .,,.,,,,.. *',:':'"' 
.449 
bar & chain l ~ # ~ q W l . ~  wlth 24" bar & chain 
Comfortably designed Precision engineered 
Ruggedly constructed 
[ See it, try it, at your local servicing Echo dealer TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
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secretary, MLA Frank Howard, Andy Hyland. 
treasurer, John Chen Wing-vice-president. Bottom 
row (left to right): Debble Sharp-secretary, Rob 
Gofflnett-pr0vinehd council, delegate, Ray Brady- 
alternate provk, c.~al council delegate. 
T E R R A C E  COUNCIL  
Theatre gets grant 
The Terrace Little Theatre' 
will once again receive a tax 
exemption, it was decided at 
last night's.meeting of the 
Terrace District Council. 
Theatre President Merry 
Hallscr explained in a letter 
to council that the theatre 
provides "a unique and 
valuable service to tha 
community" and requested 
the tax exemption "to help 
us provide this service by 
alleviating somewhat our 
perennial financial struggle. 
In other council news, 
Alderman Al Purschke, the 
chairman of the key tourism 
committee will attend a one- 
day conference on the Travel 
industry Development Sub- 
Agreement (TIDSA) in 
Prince George on Tussday~ 
OCt. 23. The purpose of the 
conference is to provide an 
opportunity for civic and 
industry leaders to learn 
more about the travel in- 
dustry and related govern- 
ment programs. 
Oct. 24 has been adopted as 
"Year of the Child Day" in 
Terrace. The municipality, 
at the request of Frank 
Hamilton, the superln- 
tandunt of schools for School 
District 88, will fly the 'Year 
of the Child Flag' during the 
week of Oct. 22. The entire 
a new rec  ueau  
Nerthera Mainland, Queen By ED YUDIN recreaton from the 
Charlottes: Cloudy today 
with a few peHoda of rain or Herald Siaff Writer 
drizzle northen sections. Two significant ap- 
Highs 16 to 19. Lows tonight 7 pointments, one coneerning 
to 9. Sunny Thursday with a the upcoming municipal 
few cloudy periods and elections, the other in the 
area of parks and recreation, 
morning fog patches. Highs were conflred at Tuesday 
t7 to 20. 
Chlleotln, CaHbeo: Sunny evening's meeting of the 
today and Thursday with Terrace District Council. 
morning fog patches. Highs A! McNivan of North 
both days in the low 20s. Cypress, Manitoba, has been 
Lows tonight near freezing, appointed the new 
Central Interior: Mostly Superintendent of Parks and 
sunny southern sections Recreation for the District of 
today. Cloudy with a few. Terrace. McNiven, who was 
showers in northern por- selected over 36 other 
tions. Highs 16 to i9. Lows candidates, currently holds 
tonight near 2. Sunny the same position in North 
Thursday Cypress. He holds an M.A. in 
University of Iowa and has 
certification in other areas 
including swimming pool 
management and as a power 
engineer authorized to 
operate artifical ice plants, 
McNiven will take over the 
position which Phil Stewart 
resigned from earlier this 
year, on Dec. 1. 
The other appointment 
saw Murdo MacDonald 
confirmed as the returning 
officer for the Nov. 17 
municipal elections. Mac- 
Donald has served in that 
capacity for a number of 
years. 
week has also been dubbed Lazalle Avenue. 
"Year of the Child Week." A request that the Terrace 
Manuel's Restaurant has District contribute to the 
been given the go-ahead on W.A.C, Bennett Memorial 
plans to convert their Fund has been referred to 
existing banquet room into a the finance committee. 
discotheque. The planning Alderman Bob Cooper 
and transportation com- recommended the move to 
mittee recommended that examine the Implications of 
the establishment be granted the request that the 
a liquor license. Manuel's municipality contribute "in 
Restaurant is located at 4545 an appropriate way." 
Wayne Muehowski, winner of the last weekly 
Skeena Mall-Daily Herald Fishing Derby prize, 
displays his tackle. Wayne's fish was a 14 pound coho 
from the Kalum river. 
• . . .  , . . . , 
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FOR 7 YEARS 
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If you're like many bondholders you'll ~ pallmettt of itCh, rest. If t/Oll "cash them 
a ppre,ci'ak, the direct deposit ...................................................... " mlvtime after Dec~ 3 I, 1979 llOU 
feature. With this convenient . will'm'eiw earned interest~w(;ach 
option, your interest is 
deposited irectly into your 
chequing or savings account. 
Just ask for this option 
when you buy your ~mds. ()r if 
you prefer, you can receive your ' 
interest by cheque through 
the broil. 
THE CANADA SAVINGS BONDS 
YOU NOW OWN. 
The avl, rdgt, ,irtnthfl vMd to matur i ty  on Canad,, ~,u'ing~ Bonds 
l lah,d Nov. I, It)74 lo'Nos.: l ,  I~7H in~'lu~ive has been incn',v~ed to 
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A:GREAT CHOICE 
IMPORTANT NEWS ABOUT 
full monlh ~, ,  Nov. l, 1~79, 
BUY YOURS TODAY 
New Canada Savings Bonds are 
o11 salt, now, You can blly voUrs 
,it vollr bank, hweshllent dealer, 
.~lock broker, trust conipanv or 
credil uniolt, l]tl V VOllr~¢ for'lay! 
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EDITORIAL 
The local hospital board, the elected 
and appointed officials who make policy 
for the public health Institution here held 
elections last week. 
You may not have heard about the 
election. In fact, you may not have heard 
much about the hospita/board at all in 
the last few years. 
The hospital board has operated in 
virtual secrecy for a number of years 
now. 
According to still serving hospital 
board members, the board closed the 
meeting after what the board saw as 
inaccurate and unfair reporting of 
hospital board affairs by the news 
media. 
The hospital board operates with 
public money. It operates the hospital 
mr me oenefit of the people who have 
elected the members of the board. 
Whether media coverage is favorable ol; 
not is no reason to close meetings. 
There is, according to what the Herald 
staff has learned, a move within the 
board to open meetings again. This is a 
move that would not only be applauded, 
but is absolutely necessary. 
There are rumors on the street about 
problems in the hospital. The number of 
resignations handed in by hospital 
department heads over the past few 
months would indicate that at the very 
least, there is a conflict of policy or 
personality there. 
We urge the board to open meetings. 
r 
EDITOR'S JOURNAL [ 
BY GREG MIDDLETON 
" I have been following with some eonsfderable in- 
terest he pretest over trophy hunting in the Spa'sial 
Wilderness Park because one of the reasons I came up 
to this area wan that it might allow me to mere readily 
get into this wild and unspoiled land. 
For those of yeu who are not familiar with the 
Spatsizi, it is a gift to us from veteran woodsman, 
Tommy Walker. Walker didn't own the land, it is the 
last refuge of the Cold Fish Lake Indians, who 
retreated there as the white man encroached en their 
territory. 
Walker was a guide and an outfitter. He came out 
from England and was working in what is now 
Tweed, muir Provincial Park. 
Through Walker's efforts, the Twecdsmulr Park 
was proclaimed but this also meant Walker had to 
move on to make his living as a guide. 
In bringing hunters in to the Spatsizi, Walker saw 
how the area was being commercialized. He saw how 
airplanes and the easier access they provided were 
both a benefit o those in the outer egions and the end 
of the isolation that made them aKractive to him. He 
lobbied for a wilderness preserve. A place where those 
who were hardy enough could go in and enjoy the 
splendor of completely untrammeiled nature. 
It is ironic that the very thing, big game hunting, 
that allowed Walker to go into the area, was what he 
later wanted to curtail and what is now being blamed 
for what is seen as the possible destruction ofthe area. 
There are two points ef view on the question of trophy 
hunting: 
The Greenpeaee lobby would have us believe that 
trophy hunting kills off the best breeding males. The 
Greenpeace t am that went into the apateizi to disrupt 
the hunting Is being erltielsed by biologists for 
possibly causing problems with the breeding patterns 
of the caribou by their actions as well, though. 
Cyril Shelford, a man with years of guiding as his 
credentials, ays the trophy hurters take the largest 
but by then too old males. He states the old bulls prized 
by the hunters are in their last season and would no 
longer breed as healthy aprogeny as younger males in 
any case. 
This is an academic debate, however, compared to 
the controversy over the harassment Greenpeace 
indulged in. The trophy hunters, who found the self- 
styled environmentalists engaging in guerrilla tactics, 
were there by permit and may well have a ease of 
legal action against the publicity hunters, as 
Greenpeace is mere and more being seen as. 
If there is a protest, and a legitimate protest here 
perhaps hould be, it should be directed against he 
provincial government. 
• This province is large and open enough to allow for 
areas to be sot aside for specific purposes and left as a 
legacy of wilderness. We must, however, set these 
aside and make them untouchable. 
I would suggest we take the decision cut of the hands 
of the politicians and look for someone aboye reproach 
to examine the potentials and reserve some places in 
this province as free from industrial erosion and 
hunting pressure. 
The idea of multiple use of land Is nice, if you have 
no o~er choice. 
TO THE BOARD 
Open letter on Two Mile 
An open letter to 
The Board of School 
Trustecs, 
School District ITur. 88, 
Te~'aca, B.C. 
Dear Sirs and Madams: 
You may be boredto tears 
with mention of the Two Mile 
School closure, but I can 
assure you the families in. 
wived are far from eatlfied 
with your decision, nor am I 
convinced that it is indeed 
your decision. 
After reading the file on this 
saran month controversy I 
cannot help but conclude the 
decision to close the school 
was arrived at by Mr. 
Hamilton, Superintendcot f 
Schools, and Mr. Bergsma, 
Director of Instruction; that 
the members of the Board 
simply nodded agreement in 
a bored fashion to the 
recommendations presented 
by your "educational ad- 
Visors." 
And we all {mow how 
reliable the advice of your 
"educational dvisors" can 
be, for was it not Mr. 
Hamilton who stood in front 
of a CFTK news camera half 
an hour after an afternoon 
confrontation with more 
than 50 parents to state 
without batting an eye, 
"Copper Mountain School 
has no problems." And the 
Board was quoted in the 
Terrace Herald as saying 
Mr. Hamilton spoke for 
them. 
The parents of TwO Mile 
School wish to reopen their 
school for sound reasons-the 
school is within walking 
distance of the kids who 
attend it; they have a 
comforatble classroom with 
modern facilities; their 
educational standards are 
high and well served by one 
teachec; the parents are 
astifled with the education 
their children receive there. 
Shouldn't the judgement of 
the parents count for 
something? Not necessarily, 
according to the Board. 
Mr. Bergsma feels the 
children, particularly the 
older ones, are being 
shortchanged because, 
lacking a gym, they cannot 
take part in sports activities 
or music; they do not have 
the help of special teachers; 
they have no large library; 
they miss out on field trips. 
Do you note that Mr. 
Bergama's co~erns all deal 
with extracurricular events, 
not the basic atudies uch as 
reading, math or science? 
The other two elementary 
schools in Hazelton are 
overcrowded, in the words of 
Mr. Wells yet Mr. Bergsma 
and Mr. llazelten feel these 
country students should have 
their comfortable school 
closed and be wedged into 
• a l ready  c rowded 
classrooms, maybe even 
portable classrooms lacking 
washroom facilities o that 
they have to don overshoes 
and jackets each time they 
visit the washroom. 
The Two Mile school has 
ten 'scenic acres complete 
with trees and a atream 
where in season the kids 
swim, skate, nature hike, 
eta. Mr. Bergema nd Mr. 
Hamilton advise you to take 
that away from the kids and 
give them a gym and con- 
crete playground instead. 
They there is" everyoue'a 
favorite excuse--the kids 
- have no chance to socialize 
in their small school. Now I 
ask you--what requires 
greater skill-to get along 
with the same few people all 
day every day, or to move as 
a stranger among 40O 
people? You don't need an 
"educational dvisor" to 
help you answer that one-all 
you have to do is think for 
yourself. 
When pushed to the wall, 
both Hamilton and Bergsma 
point to the declining 
enrollment. Granted; and 
that is due largely to the fact 
the school District has been 
toying with'the thought of 
closing the school since early 
1977 when Mr. Hamilton 
bussed a kindergarten class 
from Hazolton to 'Two Mile 
school in echange for Two 
Mile grade five and six 
students. Mr. Hamilton, does 
not mention that when the 
kindergarten class returned 
to Hazelten, he did not give 
hack the grade five and six 
students. He has not ex. 
plained thiseither, though e 
has been directly questioned 
by the parents and even Mr. 
Frank Howard, MLA. Mr. 
Wayne McMorris, in a letter 
dated May 18, 1979, explains 
that he switched his children 
to Hazelton because he 
feared impending closure of 
the school at any time. No 
doubt other parents felt the 
~ne.  
At no time has anyone ver 
said that he school had to be 
closed due to financial 
problems. So obviously 
hasting, lighting, and ser- 
vicing the schbol is of no 
lmp~rt. Then why close it? 
Everyone imows the rapid 
vandallzation that occurs in 
a vacant building, For that 
rceson alone I would deem R 
a same judgement to keep 
the school operation, 
Besides, the neighborhood 
uses. the school as a com- 
munity caster. Why deprive 
them of the use of a building 
their tax dollars have helped 
to build? What do Bergsma 
and Hamilton have to gain 
from that? The perverted 
satisfaction f lording it over 
someone? 
, The "educational ad- 
visors" also state that one 
teacher cannot adequately 
teacher several grades. Yet 
did not Mr. Hamilton and 
Mr. Bergsma consent o the 
French immersion courses 
being taught o four grades 
by one teacher? They should 
make up their own minds 
"' t - '  
whether one teacher can 
competently instruct several 
.grades or not. They can't be 
right both ways. 
• The parents themselves - 
state unequivocally that 
their children not on ly '  
receive agood education, but 
have no difficulty keeping up' 
when they transfer to other 
schools. 
• Mr. Cook, in his letter to . 
Mr. David McCreery dated 
79 07 08 atatea:"The B ard o[ 
School Trustees has con- 
sidered in depth every 
aspect of the situation in TwO 
Mile an dfirmly believes that 
the recommendations of its 
educational dvisors to be in 
the best interests of those 
most immediately affected 
by its decision-the children 
thenlsalvas," 
I disagree. I"believe that 
decision is primarily in the 
beat interests of the people 
who pull the strings behind 
the Board of Trustees. 
If the. parents of the 
children involved feel that 
the Two Mile School offers 
their children the quality of 
education they seek for their 
children, I cannot see where 
Mr. Hamilton and Mr~ 
Bergsma can entertain the 
presumption that their 
position as "educational 
advisors" grants them the 
right to put their Judgement 
above that of twenty or more 
earnest parents. 
In a letter the Parents of 
Children Currently At- 
tending the Two Mile School, 
Mr. Hamflten states, "the 
majority of parents in this 
area have indicated that 
they agree with the School 
Board's action." 
With a file of protest 
almost one inch thick, how 
can Mr. Hamilton make such. 
a statement? And.how can 
any prospective~trustee~ 
defend it at thedAll Can;. 
dldotes Forum? 
Sincerely ours, 
Claudette Sundecki 
DAM THE REST 
Quebec has the 
By ERIC HAMOVITCH mnste': Its mighty rivers 
MONTREAL (CP) --Will provide more than 99 per 
the James Bay project make cent of the electrielty it uses. 
Quebec the Saudi Arabia of Ontario Hydro, in contrast, 
l~dro power? gets only 37 per cent of its 
Bernard Landry, Quebec's electric power from hydro 
suave minister of economic dams, with most of the rest 
deve lopment ,  says  coming from uranium and 
Quebecers wi l l  be the coul.Severaiotherprovinces 
"permanent Arabs" of depend heavily on oil.fired 
electricity. Off cau run out, thermal stations. 
I~tJ~ydroeleetric energy is Hydrn-Quebec's 
~x]taustibie-- it's renewed generating capacity, now 
every time it rains. 13,080 megawatts (13 billion 
Robert Bourassa, the watts)," will grow by 10,000 
former premier who got the meguwatts within six years, 
James Bay project started, Just with the initial phase of 
says HydroQuebec should the gigantic James Bay 
move quickly to harness project. 
more rivers and generate Future work in the James 
surpluses for lucrative ex- Bay watershed will add 
port markets, another 11,000 megawstts o 
"Water thatflows without the grid by 1992 under 
ckiving turbines i  a waste," current plans. Capacity will 
he said with his usual be added a few turbine 
assertiveness in a recent groups at a time. 
interview. Quehec'a electricity use is 
But ~ficials of Hydro- growing at an annual rate of Joren, once an advocate of 
Quebec-- and of the utility's about seven per cent and, nuclear power, attacked the 
overseers, the Quebec unlike Ontario, where cost of the James Bay 
government--sse things in growth is falling below project when Bourasea 
a different light, predictions, officials here launched itin 1971but he has 
"Our first eeusideration is see no drol in sight, since changed his mind. 
to fill Quebec's needs," says Clean, ~afe, abundant "Like everyone at. that 
Hydro treasurer Georgea electric power is one of time, I thought nuclea~ was 
Lafand. "H we have any Quebec's chief economic the technology, of the future 
power left over, all very assets, and it accounts for but there are a lot of un- 
well, but internaineeds have Just 22 per cent of the solved problems,.'.: hess~d as 
he sipped tea4~t41ls spacious 
to come first." province's total energy con- office facing" ~e }~debec 
As Lafondand other Hydro sumption.. ' • national assembly building. 
officials explained, demand The Quebec governmem, - "The more nuclear plants 
for electric power works in which wants to cut reliance there ~re, the more environ. 
annual cycles: Quebecers. on imported ell, expects ~ men's|prOblems there are." 
are heavy comumors in the electricity to Jump to 40 per 
dark, cold winter months, cent of energy consumption Then there is the sky- 
Come summer, they use 35 by 1990, replacing fuel oil in .r0cketing cast of nuclear 
per cent less and send the beating. . . :. power as more and more 
surplus power to New York's. Most new buildings m t~ safeguards are required to 
air conditioners. . Belle Province are; elan- 'soothe a nervous public. 
• " • . . . . . . .  man-" "In 1971 and 1972, prices trleauy nes~o, arm y . 
It doesn't cmt much to-older buildings are being were~,c°,m, parabelre,, jw~h n 
export surplus power; if converted. , ,v% ,,.~.~%...-- ~:,, t,-',,,,, +,,.+ 
h es its --"~' " ' " ' "~ " ' '  . . . . .  nobody bought it, the water Quebec also up - - - '  ............. cent 
the sold at ,u~,~ ~v~ ~, ~,  would Just rush through, cheap electricity --  ,~,~ ,, 
spill gates at the genoraung one.quarter New York's ""T ~' _ . . . . . . .  
plants without benefitting In'lee-- will create now jobs u~°~n,~.  I ntr~,g~,e~,,nWt~o 
anyone. The only extra cost in enorgygubbllng industries . . . .  ,,oo,. ? -,,.aa~-,~' _;~ 
is for transmbsien li es, such ae aluminum, glass, spoanco~u'u.c.u.°namo._0_°~__~ 
Hydro power sold to New inorguaie chemicals and ~l~r~ ,~mc?a~goa ~n~ 
York -- or to Ontario, New related fields. Its newsprint ~, , , s :  ..... y,- . . . . .  ,~..--?. 
BmeswickorVermont--re- producers are looking at '.~.n.cuetomers. w~mpay 
places exoermive fossil fuels energy.intensive m chanical ~r.~.ne{r power m.a.~vsnce. 
that ut~[-fies there would processes to replace more uut ne sees some m~cnes. 
otherwias have to burn. expens ive  chemica l  
The selling price is sstat a methods. "We could presume that if 
rate 20 per cent below the "With our local con- we didn't need part of the 
buyer's own generating cast, aumption increasing, there power before the year 2000, 
and that still gives Hydro- Just won't be much left over we could say to our 
Quebec s tidy profit on its to assure any long-term customers, 'Help us pay for 
external ealent which vary contracts with our neigh- the dam and you'll haw 
from five to eight per cent of hers," Jean.Ciande Riehard, electricity, but we'll take it 
annual production. Last a Hydro-Quebec official in- back as time goes on to meet 
year's ales outside Quebec volved with export sales, our needs.' 
earned 1134 millio,~, said recently. "However, to get them to 
With coal, oil and natural Even when two more agree to finance the project 
gas becominl~ so expensive major developments -- the that wsy, we would have to 
and nuclear power aising so Great Whale and NBR offer them long-term con- 
many safety questions, developments -- are com- tracts, maybe 15 or 20 years, 
hydro power looks better plead In the James Bay and we can't be sure we'll 
• ?. . . . . . . . . . .  I 
enough to supply them years. It's just too tight. We 
(export markets) on a year. can't take risks that might 
round basis." affect our domestic cns-, 
tomers." 
The Great Whale River Hydro-Quebec president 
lies north of Le Grands, Robert Beyd haa another 
whose potential is being objection to large-scale, 
developed now. Work will year-round sales outside 
b gin about 1981 to build Quebec: "If we export a lot 
generating stations along the of energy, it won't, crente~ 
Great Whale and later.on many jobs in _-~ebec.I 
NBR -- alproJeet to toPb~ Electric power :~all create] 
Notta~vay, Broadback ~;  joba here." ....... '" 
Rupert rivers to the south'. ~ The James Bay project is 
"There are countries as expensive as it is ira-: 
which have oil which would mense. The firat phase In. 
gladly change places with relying three generating 
Quebec, even though Quebec stations on the La Grands 
hasn't any oil," says Guy River and the diversion of 
Joron, a Quebec cabinet three smaller ivers, comes 
minister who held the energy to $15.1 billion. 
portfolio from 1976 until a Recent estimates suggest 
shuffle this fall. the second phase of La 
"Just the first phase of the Grande will cost $5.4 billion,: 
La Grande project will the Great Whale $6 billion, 
produce the equivalent of NBR $11.5 billion, and high. 
3OO,000 barrels of oil a day." voltage transmission lines 
addititional billions. Sub- 
sequent projects will be still 
more expensive. 
Quebec electricity rates 
will have to rise, Hydro 
officials say, but not by 
much compared with 
elsewhere. 
Even without guarantees 
of year.round sales to United 
States eustomera, American 
financiers are more than 
happy to loan Hydro-Quebec 
the lion's share of the 
roughly $2 billion a year the 
utility raises on world bond 
markets. 
Analysts in New York say 
Hydro is a good bet-- it has 
sound management, it is free 
to raise its rates without 
going through any 
regulatory body, and it 
showed 1978 profits of ~23 
million on sales of $1.~5 btl- 
lion, making it one of the 
meat profitable utilities in 
N rth America. 
But Hydro treasurer 
Lafond says he is reluctant 
to push borrowing much 
beyond $2 billion annually 
for the time being. '" 
Under current Canadian 
regulations, Hydro.Quebec 
must give Canadian utilities 
first option on its surplus 
power, but it isn't obliged to 
sell at a lower price than it 
can get from the U.S. 
In practice, that means the 
bulk of external shipments 
go to New York, although 
Ontario and New Brunswick 
can always call on Hydro- 
Quebec in emergencies. 
Joron says that even under 
the soverelgnty-assoclation 
plan his government Is 
promoting, Canadian neish- 
bore would continue to have 
OTTAWA OFFBEAT 
BY RICHARD JACKSON 
"0'tram, a-For a gevernmentthat seems te like to talk 
tough, Prime Minister Clark's Conservatives do a lot 
~i!!m~.'d tlpPy't°eing • 
; For months the semi-official "word" has been 
aroundthat  the Cabinet, distrusting the senior 
bureaucracy-especially~:the deputy ministers, ap- 
pointed, trained and given ever-increasing power by 
the Liberals over the last 14 years-was going to roll a 
few heads. 
Names were even dropped of those deputies- 
suspected of Liberal loyalty and capable of Con- 
servative betrayal-who were due for the chop. 
The fear was--and still, tea large extent, is that the 
mandarins would do te Joe Clark what they did ~ John 
Diefenbaker. 
And that is regard Joe, like Dief, as an aberration, 
just an inconvenient interruption of long.established 
Liberal supremacy and rule, and so, in expectation ef
a return to "normalcy," undermine the "temporary" 
Tories. 
Then the "word"  was that these deputies were 
destroying former Liberal government documents. 
and conspiring to keep the new Conservative Cabinet 
in the dark. 
Itwas no secret-in fact it became a badge of honor- 
that Liberal occupants of well-paid government posts,. 
still on the payroll, openly talked of the coming decline 
and fall of the Conservatives. 
All of this was put around by reliable sources-some 
of them members of the Conservative Cabinet and 
their aides and leading members ef the party. 
But onto the record, between quotes te make it of- 
dalai, has come Sinclair Stevens, the so-called 
"slasher," president of the supposedly all-powerful 
Treasury Board. 
To a blue-ribbon audience of 500 members of the 
Finance Management Institute-who are the govern- 
meat's public service money managers, all appointed 
by the Liberals but still hangingin the~ at the trough- 
Stevens let t~ .  fly: . . . . . . .  ' " ' 
"Some people are still not willing to believe there 
afdnew boys in t0v~n ~,a fi~V t~am bn Parliament Hill 
ruani...~,,i ,~.d .s.h.~w::':! :r,:i.': •~'~ ;i:,:~i " '.~'i / .~ .,'/,~ 
That wQs telling .them., r., .~;'.'J ';'"i:I~, ' '~ "",, 
trul"-under the Liherals when you were the money 
managers-"and it.is now up to this government with 
your assistance, to bring them back into line." 
That can only mean that the government demands 
that the former Big Spenders become the new 
Tightwads. 
There was the threat of "or else" thinly disguised. 
But the truth is that while a Cabinet Minister may 
command, even threaten, plead or pray,' there are 
many ways a deputy and other senior public servants 
e~lap~a~ to J~ow in~. t~uc~io!m, . !/..,,,. ,, ~:. 
~.Jqi,'{! .,d: ~. ',i,,:,,'I{,K -:..,{di~ ~..':,.,t:1,:,,; : I,H, ; ? .~ , : .  " , 
,With determination, enthusiasm and conviction, or 
reluctantly, with hesitation and even resistance. 
The Ck)nservatives know this and are very aware of 
cells of hard-core Liberal oyalists in the senior anks 
of the public service resisting and even obstructing the 
new government. 
But trained, reliable and instantly available 
replacements have been difficult to find, especially 
w~D~he senior public service doesn't seem to think 
tll~'ConservaUve rule will prevail. 
~Phrtber, thor  is Conservative f ar that~a;lmrge of 
• some of the deputies might bring on a revolt, or more 
likely passive resistance in the middle and lower 
ranks of the bureaucracy. 
• So what te do? 
Talk tough, drop hints of heads to roll, even have 
Sinclair Stevens put hard and thinly-veiled threats on 
the record. 
Even then, not much Changes. 
So fire two. Big Guns in the public service as a hint 
of destructive salvo of dismissals to come. 
. And still nothing much happens. 
Then shuffle a few deputies from one job to another 
with some subtle demotions. 
That's timid tippy-tseing for you. 
And the Liberals are laughing. 
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
~hy do people abuse the 
use of community services? 
I'm speaking specifically of 
the Thornhill Community 
Centre. A friend and myself 
hold Dog Obedience Classes 
there very Sunday and, llke 
others who use this facility, 
we  have to clean up after 
each use. The complaint is 
with those who do not clean 
up after themselves. Twice 
since we started our classes, 
we have had to sweep the 
floor before we could allow 
any •dogs in because of 
broken glass and spilled 
liquor. 
Our dogs do not break beer 
bottles or spill liquor on the 
floor so why should we dean 
it up? Also, our dogs do not 
mark the walls, destroy 
furnishings or take equip- 
ment out of the building that 
does not belong to them. The " 
dogs in our classes are 
taught to be mannerly, 
respectable citizens in the 
• community. Maybe some of. 
the people who use the hull 
Saturday nights hould take 
this course. 
The people looking after 
the Community Centre are 
doing a great Job offlflng the 
place up for everyone's 
benefit, so please do not 
abuse the use of this facility, 
C. Cross 
Letters Welcome 
The Herald welcomes its readers comments.' 
Allletters to the editor of general public interest 
will be printed. We do, however, retain the right 
to refuse te print letters on grounds of possible 
libel or bad taste. We may also edit letters for 
style and length. All letters to be eousidered fo r  
publication must be signed. 
I 
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Slim Chance  
For Fatt ies 
ByAb iga i l  Van  Buren 
, 1079 by  Ch ic l0o  Tdbun~N.V . 'N iw~ Synd.  In~,  
DEAR ABBY: I am sitting here, drinking my fourth eup of 
coffee and feeling very depressed, I need someone to talk to. 
so I am writing to you. 
Three weeks ago I got laid off. Since then rye been all 
over town looking for work, but haven't had any luck. 
• I see a sign in the window saying "WAITRESS 
WANTED," so I go inside and the receptionist takes one 
look at me and says, "Sorry, the job is already filled. 
I know why I get turned own without even an interview.' 
I'm FAT! 
Abby, can't people be a little kinder and just give me a 
chance? 
Just because a woman is fat doesn't mean she can't work. 
In fact, • fat person would probably work twice an hard just 
to prove she can do the job, 
I can't give up since I need • job. I feel better having been 
able to tell this to somebody. Thanks for listening. 
FAT AND DEPRESSED 
DEAR FAT: Friend• do more i alton. They tom you 
what you need to heir. 
' Feeling sorry for yourself won't land you a Jab, Aod dan't 
expect some kind-hearted soul to put you ~m his p~yreM 
of charity. 
Face it, most fat women are not as a ide , re  an ~ i 
sisters. (And they're not IJ he~y.  eJ~er.) They may eeem 
to be "joker," but they're only ~yh~ ba~er ~o be ~ep~d 
because they feel inferior. 
So, do yourself • favor and quit a~klag for "kJodusai" 
from others. Se¢your doctor about • diet. If you can't do Jt 
atone, call O~r~i~/ers Anonymous . . . .  
IP.S.: if your obesity ls due to 8 ~andu~r db~br  ~' a 
condition that you can't eon~rol, thla ~t~r  la Mt ~ yMM.| 
DEAR ABBY: I've heard of guys who go around telling 
people they are bachelors when in truth they are married. 
But what do you think of • guy who tells people her MAR- 
RIED when he's a bachelor? 
CURIOUS IN RHINELANDER, wig. 
DEAR CURIOUS: i th l l  k '  prdmhl~ wa'to i t  i "• 
benefits of marriage with •one of the reqmi l t la i  ' 
DEAR ABBY: My problem is my daughter. II'll call her 
Pan.) Pan is 15 and a women'• lUbber already. She thinks 
it's every girl's right to do as she pleases as long as she's not 
hurting anybody and it's not against the law, This includes 
going braless ~,which is what she does. 
Pan is a big girl. I mean top-heavy. If she wore a bra it 
would probably be a 38. Her teacher rang me up and told me 
that if Pam keeps coming to school without • bra, she'll be 
expelled. 
Abby, do you know any 15-year-girl who lets her mother 
dress her? Well, neither do I. 
Please help me. 
PAM'S MOM, 
DEAR MOM: Does Pam's schoel hive i ~ code? If it 
does, and • bra is requked, P~m Is out if bounds ~ il~nl. 
ways than one. if there b no dreu code, Pm'= ~ber  b~: 
guilty of m~king threats he an ' t  enforce, mad SHE I• '~t  
bounds. C=n the pr~elpai nd got the b~to. " ' " 
H you need help in writing letters of sympa~y, a~- 
gratulations or thank'you letters, Bet Ahhy'i ~x~klet ~llow 
to Write Letters for dl  Oocul~s."'Se~l $1and aM, ;  
stamped (28 cents), ulf-addreoced enve~pe to Abby: I~l~ 
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, C~dif. 90Eli. 
a l l  Job-related details. 52 French 7 Scarlet 
Watch Immoderate behavior, women's 8 Waited in 
,~ i . l  f "  G~to  June ~0)111~ magazine line 
Tsldng.the boss to dinner 53 Subtraction 9 Priseners 
Wm't add to stete~. SociAl word 10 Actor 
fune0mm ay not measure up 54 Deity Carney 
to expectations. Watch 55 Cowboy's 11 Legal 
em'eh~ speech. ' equipment matter 
CANCn ~=~ Avg. soinfi0n time: 23 n~n. 
(June 11 to July ~)  
Your mind is on distant 
places while nearby folks are 
crying for attention. Give 
family their due, Don't 
(J~ 
Yon'If have to check the fine 
ala noW, but be gracious 
it. Dm't be suspicious, 
• but do i n te~ your i n~.  
A!uming that others will do 
more alum their almre ia off 
am,  Minor mixulm could 
occur, upectolly re finances 
~d the peyment ~ bills. 
: .  (s~l. = to o~ n)-n-E ~ 
' Be ~ of the Impression 
""~': you mike on others, 
• "~ eqmetolly st work. Be neither 
'll m ~Ith nor too gracious, Do 
" your best to mind the store. 
l l O  
(o~t = to Nov. u) , , l ,~  
• ~ i  wotrles could in- 
terlure tilth the enJo)~raent of 
ioelll ills. Learn h-ore e=. 
and don't try. 
make an impression. 
8~GrrrARn~S ~S.~ 
(Nov. ~ to Dec. 21) " ¢~ 
Friends could overstay their 
welco=ne or in some way be a 
nuinmce~ Keep the peace at 
b0me I~ore making dates 
with others. 
CAPMICORN 1 9 ) ~  
(Dec. Z~ to 3an. 
A Imsineas function may not 
suit your tarts. Others are on a 
different wave length and you 
a in ' t  get your Ideas across. 
Forget incon~equentlais. 
AQUARItm 18) ~ 
(Jan. ~0 to P'eb. 
Talks about a trip nay 
remain incondtmlve if you fail 
to ~ke costs into account. 
Travel agents way not give 
~,,(Feb. 19 to Mar. ~01 
Pemmal appearsnce ahd 
etiquette a factor in business. 
A loved one may be in an 
extravagant mood. Watch 
msdlt e~rd spending. 
15 Religious 
18 Partner of 
feather 
1/Chooses 
18 Decorated 
by glaze 
~0 Debatable 
Malay 
Arehipeingo 
=Type o~ 
engine 
~ Chemical 
suffix 
30 Finger sign 
31 Throw 
32 Vane 
direction 
33 Withered 
34 Out -- limb 
33 Prompt 
36 Belgian 
painter 
8-9 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
soft 
27 Popular fish 
Smudges on 
a test sheet 
3Z Me0Jeai 
' profession 
33 Footwear 
35 Against 
36 Omelet 
ingredient 
38 Attempts 
39 "The -- and 
the Dead" 
42 Same as 
tele 
43 Beatle 
movie 
44 Nautical 
term 
45 The sun 
46 Ripen 
48 Sign of the 
zodiac 
YOU BORN TODAY 
combine practicality with a 
love ol the arts. Often you are 
found In ~ e ~  ~I I~  with 
the arts. You would make a 
Inocushd theatrleal producer 
or owner of a boutique. 
J 1 I J • i i 
4 
¢ 
"11~d'm 10 rk~ ~ we ty  Iw  II'IP 
• , ,  , . .  
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i "  i TM 
3911 4! 
N 
26 i27 28 I ~  29 
31 
37 38 i 
45 ~ ~47 
CRYPTOqUIP 
9 l0 
30 
42 43 44 
I1 
24 :)5 
:. 
KAUHSWDWJK.  LWJ 'E  PTAAL  H J  
VPLWUH JVD ETVSEK 
Yesterday's Cryptoquip --  LISTLESS LAD STILLED GO-GO 
GIRL'S ARDOR. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: U equals M 
The Cryptoqulp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
the/U~.~,ZING SPIDERMAN By Stan Lee and John Romita ' 
TELL M~,/I~T-- WHY'P ~THE WEB-.~LINE)ER ~ 
You TO#~.KA~V~,N oWR) aP_,4T I~l~ ! Z 
=- .7 
~ 170E-~ ~;HE ~NOf Z 
~LI~C:~'T WHo? T~ { 
SPlOEY I$ .~ ~¢ TIGHT, TOO 
I ,,,.,..,,...,, a. .. l 
~'~,~ r H~y, ~o~le-- "~ ~ l l  t~-'_/"~ .~/. I 
~z 
.= I YOU ~ i l l l l l l l l~  ~I.,'IIf'zg i l ~  
." I ~ l l l l~ l l l l l~ .~ t' ~ " /# Jq i l l~¢  
~a 
~_~ r / ~ / ~  WHENEVE~ 
7~----W~I~I_~ i  THE FUZZ 
: ,7  
..' 
!? 
CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman " 
TH~ . .. 
. INCI~EDiE~LE ' ,' I 
I 
I I i  o , ' 
the WIZARD OF ID By •Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
• 
By Johnny Hart 
¢1,¢- 
B.C. 
: i .  
: . i  
*#t  
;g  
DOONESBURY By Garry Tr'udeau 
leew~vn'e ~ OR ,c~Fr I 7tte.oJq~K~ION IF-PART- Y6Y, I ~, THAT~ MY N~ /IA/VOL~ 
P I~OI~ ? N~ AYI~ HA/d/ffO# I M~I" I IEE-M/N~ ItE. TI4AT~ I IT I~ . ~IN~R~TANPlNO, I I "NAT/ON" THe/~OF- 
iT 
f#* 
? 
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:i: COMMUNIi:yI~;,: '
~ SERVlCESI '~: 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less 12.00 per In. 
sertlon. Over 20 words S cents 
per word. 
3 or more consecutive insertions 
Sl.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
Flrat Insertion charged tar 
whether un or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after od 
has been set. 
CaR RECTIOHS: 
Must be made befoi'e second 
IrBertlon. 
Allowance can be made for only 
one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
78 cents pickup. 
$1.75 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agete line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per In. 
sertlon. 
LEGAl. - POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT ADVRRTISING: 
113.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
M.00 per llne per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DIS P LAY : 
4:00 p.m. 2ddaySay prior to 
publication 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to day 
of pubflcatlon MOnday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH 
ORDER othsr thin 
BUSINESSES WITH 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
service charge ol ~.(10 o, all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS: 
No charge provided news sub- 
miffed wlthln one month. $5.00 
production charge for wedding 
and.or engagement pictures. 
News of weddings (write.ups) 
received one month or more 
after event $10.00 charge, wlth or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condensatiOn. Payable In ad- 
vance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 
Engagements 
Marriages 5.80 
Deoths 
Funerals 
Cards of Thanks 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
EffKtlve 
October 1, 1970 
Single Copy 20(: 
By Carrier ruth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.OO 
By Mall 3 ruth. 15.00 
By Mail 6 mth 25.00 
By Mall year 45.00 
Senior Citizen vesr 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 55.00 
BOx 399, Terrace, B,C. 
VSG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 638.6357 
Klflmat & District 
Phone 632.2747 
The Herald reserves the rluht 
to classify ads under appropriate 
headings and to set rates 
therefore and to determine page 
location. 
The Herald resorves the right 
to revise, edit, classify or reject 
any advertisement and to reteln 
any answers directed to the 
Herald Box Reply Service, end to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and box 
rental. 
BOX replies on "Hold" In- 
structions not picked Up within 10 
days of expiry of an ad- 
vertisement will be destroyed 
unless mailing instructions ore 
received. Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not to 
send originals of documents to 
avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in ed- 
vertlsements must be received 
by the publisher within 30 days 
AN after the first publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser 
requesting space that the 
liability of the Herald In the 
event of failure to publish an 
advertisement or In the event of 
an error appearing In the ad- 
vertisement as publlshed shall 
be limited to the amount paid by 
the advertiser for only one in. 
correct Insertion for the portion 
of the advertising el)ace occupied 
by the Incorrect or omlffed Item 
only, and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for such 
advertising. 
Advertisements must comply 
with the British Columbia 
Human Rights Act which 
5.50 prohibits any advertising that 
S.S0 discriminates against any 
person because of his race, 
5.50 religion, sex, color, nationality, 
5.50 ancestry or place of orlgln, or 
5.80 because his age Is between 44 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2-3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
63S-6307 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30.3:50 p.m. Phone 
for appotntment. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem., 4th 
Tues. of every month from 
1:30 . 3:30 pro. Phone for 
appointment. Babysltters 
who bring children must 
have parents' written con. 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT  IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Man. and Wed. from 3 
- 4310 p.m. By appointment 
only. 
PRE-NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout he year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
registration. 
PRE.NATAL BREATHING 
and  RELAXAT ION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Man. afternoon 1 
-2 p.m. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE-SCHOUL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4V~ . 5 yrs. 
(pro.kindergarten): Spring 
blitz. Developmental, vision, 
hearing screening done. 
Please phone for ap. 
pe!ntment. 
VD CLINIC . 
Phone for appointment. 
Treatment available. 
SAN ITATION 
Public health inspectors can 
assist with sanitation 
problems, such as food 
poisonlngs and complaints, 
sewage disposal, private 
24. SITUATIONS 
WANTED 
14, BUSINESS 
PERSONAL 
Memorial Notices S.S0 and 65years, unlessthe condition water supplies and 
Is Justified by a bona fide _., . . . . .  
PHONE 635-6357 r,~n,JrAm,mt for thin work In- .ul:)am.w=o. 
...... -'Cr6~ltlkrA~rvertliln~13~'t: ........ ~l'~e'd~' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "S'PEE'C'H and HEARING 
.................................... CLINIC 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesday at 8 p.m 
at St. Merlhew's Anglican 
Church basement. Phone 
635-4427 after 6:30 p.m. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEED HELP? 
Call Birthright for an 
alternative to abortion. 
Phone 632-4602 anytime. 
Room 233, Nechako Centre. 
Kltlmat A.A. Consh'uctlon 
Group In Kltlmat: telephone 
632-3713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday - Step Meetings. 8:30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed. 
Meetings 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays. Open Meetings 8:30 
p.m. Skeena Heelth Unit, 
Kltimat General Hospital. 
Al.Anoo Meetings • Tuesday 
• 8 p.m. United Church. 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There Is 
help 
Available I 
Phone 635-5636 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
MEETINGS:, 
Man. '8~.30 '"d'.*rh. IJ'njted! 
Church. 
Man. 8 p.m. • Alanon • 
Skoena Health Unit. 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TO THE 
SENIORS OF THE 
COMMUNITY. 
15. 
FOUND 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, ,1907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening - -  6:30 p.m. 
-- United Church basement, 
Kltlmat 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
Iouklng for do~atlons of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m. We will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
Birthright Office 
Alternative to Abortion 
3.4621 Lakelie • 635.3907 
Wednesday 1 p .m. .  3 p.m. 
and 4 p.m. - S p.m. or phone 
anytime: Lisa 63.5.3164, 
Carol 635-5136. 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a friendly 
Drop-ln Centre 
atmosphere 
(Held at 4612 Grelg Ave. Tel. 
638-1155). The audiologist 
will do hearing tests on 
referral by family doctor or 
community health nurse. 
Speech pathologist 
therapist wil l  carry out 
speech assessments and 
therapy. 
LONG "TERM CARE 
At 205-4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and plannlng for 
those ellglble for Long Term 
CAre. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
At 205-4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabil itation ~lone by 
consultant. 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
Women's A.A. Meet ings -  
Every Tuesday Night at 7:30 
--4711 Lazelle Ave. 635.5145. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counsolllng 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
6314311 
Terrace and District 
Community Services Society 
wish to announce the Annual 
General Moating to be held 
on October 17, 1979 In the 
Caledonia Lecture Theatre 
TRANSPORTATION at 7:30 pm. New members 
As well as an area for are very welcome. Phone 
relaxation. For more In. 635-3178 for more in. 
formation about these and formation. (nc-170) 
other activities, please 
1 
COMING EVENTS 
phone 635.2365 and ask for 
Skeena Centre. See you there 
any time between 8 am and 
3:30 pm Monday thru 
Friday. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
0 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635.3747 or 635.3023. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT  SHOP 
Mills Memorial  Hospital' 
Auv.lllary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for thaw 
Thrift Shop. For pickup 
earvlce phone 635.5320 or 635- 
5233, or leave Donations at 
the Thrift Shop on Lazelle 
Avenue on SaturdaYS 'bet. 
wean 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. Women's Rap,. Thursdays 
Thenk yOU. . ' : ' . ,  Womlm~a ~lgh. t Out,,~: 
TERRA(;E 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
• a support service 
for women • 
4711 Lazelle Ave. 
behind TIIIIcum Theatre 
635-5145 
Drop In: 10 am-6 pm Man.. 
Thurs. 10 am.4 pm Friday. 
We offer a comfortable 
relaxed'atmosphere to meet 
and share Idear.. Children 
are welcome. 
EVENING PROGRAMS: 
7:30 pm Tuesdays - Women's 
AA. 1st Wednesday of month 
. Status* of Women, 2nd 
Wednea~., - Single Parents 
(led by a ,.~ngle father), 3rd[ 
Wednesday • Men & 
Rebekah Lodge Annual Tea 
& Bazaar, Sat., Nov. 10 -  
Oddfellows Hall, 3222 
Munrue St. (nc-10N) 
B.C. Old Pensioners Tea & 
Bazaar will bo held .Sat., 
Nov. 3, 1979 af Terrace 
Arena Banquet Rm. from 
1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (nc. 
2N) 
Sponsor: Kermode Friend. 
ship Centre 
Event: Ladles Basketball 
If you are Interested In 
playing or learning to play 
competitive basketball, all 
you have to do Is come to 
practlsel For more In- 
formation call 638.4906 (nc- 
!10) 
Women's Night Out presents 
a Rape Rep ~ a discussion 
about Sexual Assault 
.Against Women. Thursday, 
Oct. 11 at 7:30 p.m. at 
Women's Centre, 4711 
Lazelle. Phone 635-5148 for 
more Information. (nc. 
150) 
O.O.R.P. 
Annual 
FALL BAZAAR 
& TEA 
November 17, 1979 
(nc.16N) 
Regular monthly 
meeting of the C.W.L. will 
take place In Church 
Meeting Room on Wed., Oct. 
10, 1979 following Evening 
Mess. (nc.100) 
The Anglican Church Bazaar 
will be held Sat. Nov. 24, 
1979. (nc.23N) 
WANTED FOR ' OUR 
CONSIGNMENT & SALES 
FLOOR: 
Furn i ture,  appl iances,  
power tools, hand tools, 
dean small cars, motor. 
Ukes, boats, motors or any 
other items In acceptable 
condition. 
Terrace Auction Mart 
Corner of Apsley & Lakelse 
or phone 635.5172. (ctfn.2,29. 
;9) 
' PDQ 
Carpet & Flooring 
Installatlou 
You supply - -  we Install 
638-1691 
(am-1-10-79) 
Wanted - A shipper-receiver 
for automotive and In- 
dustrial parts store. Steady 
employment. Phone 635-7167 
from 8 - 5 p.m. (c3-1OO) 
Experienced shake block 
curlers wanted for Queen 
Charlotte Island operations. 
Must be able to work on 
place work basts. Highest 
rates paid. Phone 559-4259. 
c8-190) 
r NORTHWEST 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
requires a 
CLERK-TYPIST II 
Basic duties will Include 
reception, switchboard and 
eneral office work. 
This Is a permanent 
sltlon and the rate of pay 
is $1,039.00-month (1978 
'ate) and carries a full 
'ange of fringe benefits. 
To qualify for this 
~osltlon a candidate should 
0e able to type 50 WMP, 
~ave switchboard and 
leneral office experience, 
load general clerical skills, 
cheerful personality and 
he ability 1o deal with the 
~ubllc. 
Any Interested persons 
nay apply In confidence 
to: 
Mr. Krlstlan T. Nelson 
Accountant.Analyst 
Northwest 
Commun~y College 
Box 726 
Terrace, B.C. 
(el.log) 
INSIST ON BACKHOE 
THE BEST for 
Concrete septic tanks In HIRE 
stock. Get relief with a Phone 
ooncrete Investment. 6354454 
635-6757 
Schmitty's Excavating (cffn.2.10-79) 
• . 635-3939 
(em.1-10.79) 
FILTER QUEEN 
sales and eervlca 
4546 Perk Avenue 
Terrace 
6U-7249 
(am.1-10.79) 
COLLIE R EXCAVAT IN G 
Backhoe Work 
Phone 635.5340after 6:00 pm. 
(am.1.10.79) 
GEMIN I EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Was Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly and 'Contract 
, 635-34179 
anytime 
(am.1.10.79) 
410 John Deere Backhoe for 
hire. Phone 635.4081. (am-5- 
10-79) 
Found: one "expectant"  
tortolse-shell female cat In 
Thornhlll. Owner please 
phone 
635..4698 
after 6 pin. 
(nc-sff) 
- -  - , r l  
The 
DAILY HERALD 
needs 
CARRIERS 
In the following areas: 
Thornhllh 
Cottonwood Street, Empire 
greet, Paquette Avenue, 
Kofoed • DesJardlne% 
Kofoed . Sharplea, River 
Orlve, Burgess • Laurler 
Avenue, Thornhlll Street. 
Terrace: 
Highway 16 W., Willow 
Creek Rd., 4900 Block 
/~ar, 4700 Block Agar. 
If you are Interested In one 
of these routes please 
d~one: 
43S-63S7 
between 9 am and S pm. 
Kltlmat: 
Yukon Street, Quail . 
gerllng Streets, Oriole - 
Osprey Strtets. 
~ Interested --  phone Kelth 
J 432-2747 
(ctfn-nc) 
Forced sale to best offerl 1 • 
1976 W200 Dodge 4x4 and one 
complete sanyo stel:eo. Call 
635.6310 between 8:30 &5:00 
for details. (c5-110) 
Store I~lxtures for Sale. 
Phone during the day. 
635-6576 
(cffn-2.10.79) 
"For Safer Living, Fuel Economy & Cleaner Air"  
• CHIMNEYS BOILERS • 
• AIR DUCTS FURNACES • 
aFIREPLACES 
' Clark forklift, 2000 cap. 931 
Cat loader on track, new 
engine, 24 Inch breaking 
plow. 1974 Ford ~, ton 
window van, 2 new winter 
tires. Bred sows, Yorkshire, 
landrace cross. Welner pigs. 
Also other pigs, different 
sizes. Phone 635.2695. (p5- 
11 O) 
PRO-VAC INDUSTRIES 
CANADA LTD. 
Services Division 
Specialists In pewer.vac cleaning 
96 Sterling Street., 635.5292 
Kltlmat, B.C. V8C 1K5 632.2466 
Male, 24, needs employment... 
Class 3 with air. Dump .4nd 
gas hauling experience. Rhll' 
635.5651. (p3-120) 
HARLEY'S PAINTING 
& DECORATING 
Drywall,  stucr,), tile, 
linoleum. Free est imate. 
Phone 
638-1095 
(c2O-6N) 
Qua l i f i ed  ,~aJ ' :penter ,  
tradesman fully ~ .equipped 
with air tools, available for 
renovations, custom cabinet, 
arborlte, formica in- 
stallations. Will consider all 
other types of finishing work. 
Phone after 6 pro. Ask for 
Don. 
635-5708 
(C5-160) 
Danish chairs, $25 each. 
Antique bdrm. suite 8550. 
Chrome dining suite $35. 2 
frldges, $400 and $70. Plus 
miscellaneous Items. Phone 
635-6829. (p5.100) 
Chesterfield suite for sale. 
One year old. Price $300. In 
good condition. Phone 635- 
5556. (p3.110) 
. . , , 
Electric stove for sale - 510o. 
Also one crib and dresser - 
$100. Sprlflg horse - $30. 
Phone 635.6965. (p5.120) 
Motorhome for rent. Sleepe6 For Sale: Fully equipped 
luxuriously equipped. Fully convenience store. With 
Insured. Book early for your Ilvlng accommodation. Store 
winter holiday. Available does a good year round 
dally, weekly, monthly, turnover. For further In. 
Phone 632.2420. (c20.110) formation please write Box 
1214 or ca11635-3971. (ctfn-2- 
10-79) . 
3 BR home with full  
20 foot river boat & trailer basement. Approx. 1000 sq. 
with 50 HP Merc. Jet unit & ft. Has 20x30 ft. workshop. 1968 Plymouth Station 
extra leg. Controls & Fenced & landscaped lot. Wagon. PS, PB, air con- 
steering. 1977 Mustang II 4 Approx. 50x100. Vlewat 4743 dltlonlng. Needs muffler. 
speed trans. Radial fires. Straume or phone'635-9233 13500BO. Phone 635.2547. 
1979 Suzuki GS 1000. Low after 5 pm. (p20-300) (c4-120) 
mileage. Ph. 638.8444. (pl0. 
170) For Sale by owner. 3 Br Must Sail 1974 Mazda RX.3 
house 10 years old. Full wagonwlth radlalsand snow 
basement, electric furnace tires. Cassette stereo deck. 
on .78 acre lot. $40,000. also New brakes. Needs muffler 
21 ca. In. freezer. Ph. 638- and shocks, but runs fine. 
1672 or 635-3187. (p10.170) $900OBO. Ph. 638.8430. (C5. 
120) 
Chev small block 327. Extra 
rods. Heads and manifold. 
All parts Inclusive $100. 
Rebuilt power glide for 
Chov. Exc. cond. $300. HoNey 
carb and 383 magnum 
manifold. $60. 190 cm 
Kazama racing skis. No 
clouges. Marker bindings. 2 
seasons old. $250. Ph. 635. 
n~. (p~ ~o) 
a~ ', 
WANTED 
spot cash paid 
for your old 
FURNITURE- GUNS 
- JEWELLERY 
- BCRIC SHARES. 
WE BUY - SELL- 
TRADE - DELIVER- 
Tprrece's Most Unique 
" ~c'ond H~.od 
Antique Stare 
Gunsmlthlng 
Quality Workmanshlp 
Guaranteed 
Buy - Sell 
Good Used Skates 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
3215 Kalum Street 
attn.12-9-79) 
Motorhome for rent. Sleeps 
6. Luxuriously equipped. 
F,~lly Insured. Book early 
for your winter holiday. 
Available dally, weekly, 
monthly. Phone 632.2420 
(c20-11o) 
CKC registered male toy 
silky terrier puppy. Top 
quality. $150. Write to Box 
1057, Smlthers, B.C. V0J 2N0. 
(p5-100) 
For Sale:' Registered 
Alaskan Malamute puppies. 
Electric stove for sale - $400. Sire & Dam out of Sliver- 
Alsoonecrlbandonedresser sheen Kennels. Avai lable 
- $400. Spring horse - $30. Oct. 19. Phone638-1~6. (pl0- 
Phone 635.6965. (pS-110) 160) 
Wanted to Buy: Used fur- 
niture such as couch, chair, 
table & chairs. Phone 635- 
5417. (ctfn.11-10.79) 
1976 Gold Wing 1000. Shaft 
drive, water cooled, new 
fires. Phone 635.2154 or 635- 
.7144. Ask for Mike. (cffn.stf) 
For Sale: 1970 Suzuki RM 
100. Good condition. Asking 
$775. Ph. 635.6734 after 5 pm. 
(p3.120) 
Wanted: Used gravel box. 
10.12 yards. Phone 635.4081. 
(pi0.230) 
Wanted to buy - Old car and 
truck and cat batteries. Top 
price paid. Will pick up. 
Phone 635-4735 anytime. 
(p20.1N) 
l am collecting Canadian 
coins. If you have sliver 
you've wanted to cash In - -  
now's your chance. Also 
btrch firewood $35. Ph. 638. 
1323. (pS.loo) 
LOOKING FOR FUR- 
NITURE? 
Try the Terrace Auction 
Mart Sales Floor. New & 
used furniture at a price 
anyone can afford. We buy 
and sell. Call the Terraos 
Auctlm Mart, 44.15 Lakelee 
Ave. Phone L15.8172. (ctfn.2: 
20.79) 
21 foot Kit Companion 
trailer. Also approx. 70x200 
foot lot In Thornhlll. Ph. 635- 
3t86. (I)10-120) 
Wanted. Good furniture and 
misc. articles for 'auction. 
Call L.W. Sears at 635.7824 or 
3 BR home with full  
basement on 70x220 foot lot 
In Thornhlll. 1,000' sq. ft. 
About 8 years old. Asking 
$42,000. Ph. 635.9530. (p10- 
110) 
3 Iodrm. home, 1176 sq. ft. 
Complete ly  f in i shed  
basement, bedroom, sauna, 
large laundry room, rec 
room, fireplace, large lot, 
gas heat. For more detallsor 
to view phone 635.6055 after 
4:30 pm. (p5.100) 
For Sale by owner. 3 BR 
house 10 years old. Full 
basement, electric furnace 
on .78 acre lot. $40,000. Also 
21 cu. In. freezer. Ph. 635. 
3107. (p10-170) 
For Sale by Owner: 3 bdrm. 
home, 2 yrs. old. Full 
basement, approx. 1200 sq. 
ft. Good location dose to 
schools. After 6 - -  638.8267 or 
635-2569. (c6-170) 
3 BR country home with 
~e~cellenf view on one acre 
.1026 sq. ft. creek frontage. 
Large garden area with 
excellent soil. Asking 
$40,000. Phone 635.2485 after 
6 pm. (nc.160) 
2 or 3 BR house with 
basement and fireplace 
preferred but not urgent. 
One or 2 steps to front en- 
trance. Call evenings only 
(collect If necessary). 112. 
567.4191. (c20.310) 
1 or 2 BR furnished apart. 
ment by single parent with 1 
child. Call Stephanle at 638- 
1297. (p3.120) 
For Rent: 900 sq. ft. on 
second floor. Air con- 
dltlmed. Located at 4623 
Lakelse Avenue. Phone 635. 
2552. (ctfn-2.10.;9) 
Lot for Sale: Excellent large 
lot on 4516 Cedar Crescent. 
Ideal residential area with 
potenfta; view. $21,000. 
Contact 635.7696. (ctfn-2.10. 
;9) 
PROPERTY 
FOR SALE 
160 acres In Topley, B.C., 1 
mile off Hwy. 16. Lightly 
treed. 18 miles from 
Houston. 2 miles from 
Sunset Lake. Power, water 
and 3 bclrm, trailer. Asking 
$51,S00. For more In- 
formation contact: 
G.W. Gibson 
P.O. Box 148 
Topley, B.C. 
or 
C.F. Gibson 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.3975 
(nc-stf) 
MOHAWKOIL 
COMPANY LTD. 
Mohawk OII Company I., 
Iouking to establish ar 
outlet In this area. If yot 
have a service station or a 
potential service staflor 
site please contact Stev( 
GIover, Mohawk Oil 
~ompeny, Box 1870, Prince 
~eerge, B.C. or phone 962. 
MI4. (cS-160) 
1975 Ford Custom 800. 4 dour. 
Rebuilt motor. PS, PB, AT. 
$1,100. OBO. Phone 638.1320. 
(cffn-2.10-79) 
1976 Dodge Monaco wagon, 
one owner, all electric 
windows, tape deck. $.1800 
firm. Phone 849.5327. (pS. 
120) 
1978 Mercury Marquis. 
Metallic blue. Low mileage. 
As new condition. All 
reasonable offers con. 
sidereal. Phone 635.3846. (p3. 
120) . .  
For Sale: '76 Plymoutt 
Volare, V8 automatic. Nc 
reasonable offer refused. Ph 
632.4012. (c5-160) 
For Sale: 1974 Datsun P.U. 
Ph. 635.5049. (c5-1OO) 
1 ton crew cab Brand New w. 
camper valued at $19,000. 
Best offer takes. Call after 6 
p.m. 112.624-6874 
CI0.180) 
~.975 GMC customized van. 
P.S., P.B., lots of extras. 
Must be seen to be ap. 
preclated. Phone 635.2154 or 
635.7144. Custom Interior and 
exterior paint lob. Ask for 
Mike. (nc-stf) 
1969 Ford, Model 850. Cab. 
over fuel truck. 4 com. 
pertinent WIIIock tank - 2850 
gal. cap. Complete with 
meter, live reel and hose. 
New paint, Vancouver city 
tested until May.80. Phone 
635.6357, Room 107. (c3-1OO) 
1977 Ford F-150 Ranger. 
Light green with white 
canopy. 400 ca. In. motor. 
Auto transmission. 35,000 
miles. A.C. ,q. carpotlng. 
Mlche;In steel Ix ed radials. 
PS, PB, trailer hitch & 
wiring. Dual tanks. $5,250. 
Ph. 635.2222. Local 222. (c5. 
100) 
Leaving In 3 weeks. Must 
Sell - -  1978 Ford Van F150 c. 
w swivel captain chairs. AC, 
headers, summer & wlnter 
tires. Saint customlzlng. 
Stereo etc. Ph. 635.2803 rm. 
2. (p15.240) 
1974 Ford Van. PS, PB. 
Partially camperlzed. Low 
mileage. Good shape. Ph. 
635.5468 after 5 pm. (c3.120) 
1969 Ford Model 850. Cab. 
over fuel truck. 4 com. 
partment Wlllock tank. 21150 
gal. cap. Complete with 
meter, live reel and hose. 
New paint, Vancouver city 
tested until May.80. Phone 
• 635.6375. (C3.120) 
1974 GMC Four Wheel 
Drive. 
4 speed transmission 
350 Engine 13495.00 
1975 Ford F.250 XLT 
Ranger 
Ispeed transmission 390 V. 
D Eng Ine. Two tone. 13495.00 
1976 Ford Supercab F.25() 
4 speed trans. Duel gas 
tenks. 13995.00 
1977 Ford Supercab F-250 
~tomatlc 400. V.8 engine. 
Two tone. Dual gas tanks. 
Back seat. 14995.01 
Cam perlend 
C & B Services 
5412 Highway 16 West 
Dealer Llconse No. 5731 
~_ 
~:;~:;:~:;~;~.:;~.~.~;~;~;~:~;~;~;~;~;~!~;~;~;~;~:~;:~:~;~;~;~:;~::~::::..:~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;:;~; 
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paper carrier 
Phone 
635-6357 
58, T~R.UCKS;,~. "
For Sale: 1973 Toyota PU. '78 Fleetcrafl:. 18' Holiday 
Long box. In good condition. Troller. Tandem axle, fully 
Ph.638.1529 after S. (pS-100) ' equipped. Priced low. Phone 
635.5587. (c3.110) 
1979 GMC Van. 15,000 km. 
Silver grey. Excellent 
condition. Phone 6354342. 
(c~.160) 
Mobile home and 80x180 foot 
lot. Quiet street. Laundry & 
family room addition. Large 
storage building. Ph. 635. 
2715. (c3.120) 
For Sale: 1978 14x70 Manco 
mollie home. Unfurnished. 
Set up and skirted In local 
trailer park. Phone 635.9736. 
(cffn.2-10-79) 
74 Monarch Mobile Home. 
Unfurnished, with frldge and 
stove. 12x63 with 2 Jew 
shacks 10x12, fully finished 
with electric beat. 3 Bdrm, 
very good condition. Situated 
at 47 Woodland Hgts. Troller 
Court with fanced-ln lot. 
Must be seen to be up. 
preciated. Asking price 
$15,000. Phone 635.5629. (c5. 
120) 
Wanted to buy - - smal l  
acreage within 6 miles of 
town. Phone 635-2791. (p4- 
120) 
HOUSEHOLD REALTY d l t~m~- I  
(.'O~'II'L |I| IVI ~t  t . ", H j l _  • 
F'o:/;~l$'i S:e"/v:cle C,,ll 
TERRACE 
460e LGkelse Avenue 
I 6~S.7207 . j 
66, RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
Ideal hunter unit: 16' travel 
trailer, frldge, stove, lights, 
all propane. Equipped for 
electrical hook-~. Can run 
eloctrlcally off battery. 
Hitch assembly, spare fire, 
lacks, propane tanks. 
Llcenced. $1500. Phone 635. 
3423. (c5.150) 
MUST SELL IM- 
MEDIATELY: 1977 31 foot 
Wilderness travel trailer. 
Asking S8,500. View at Reel 
Inn Motel, Highway 16 West. 
Lasttraller on left. (ctfn-2. 
10-79) 
One Palamlno Mare. Phone 
635.6782. (p5.120) 
Baby Llamas. Excellent pets 
& pack animals. Well 
adapted to northern climate, 
Very easy to feed & fence. 
Valuable wool. Sells for $2.00 
ounce. Prices start at aN00. 
Write to Box 1057, Smlthers, 
B.C. V0J 2N0. (pS-100) 
NOTICE INVITING 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
MAINTENANCE OF 
THORNHILL 
REFUSE SITE 
Sealed tenders, addressed 
to the undersigned and 
marked "Thornhlll Refuse 
Site Maintenance" will be 
received until 4:30 p.m. 
October 15, 1979. 
Specifications and con. 
tract documents may be 
obtained on request to the 
Raglonal District of Kltlmat. 
Stlklne, No. 9 - ~ Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. (635- 
72S1). 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
John Pousefle, 
secretary.Administrator 
' (a3.120) 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
Estate of the deceased: 
HOWLETT, Frederick 
David, Late of 4011 Sparks 
Street, Terrace, B.C. 
Creditors and others 
having claims against the 
said estates, are hereby 
required to send them duly 
verified to the PUBLIC 
TRUSTEE, 800 Hornby 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 
2C5, before Nov. 21, 1979 
after which date the assets of 
the said estate(s) will be 
distributed, having regard 
only to claims that have been 
received. 
CLINTON W. FOOTE 
PUBLICTRUSTEE 
(a4.10,17,24,310) 
~`;~;.;.;~;~;~;.;~;~;~;~;.;~;°;.;.;~;~.~.?~..~.`~:~:.:`:.:`~..:~;~:~;.;~;.;.;~;~;~;~;~;';~;~;~;~;.;.;~;`;~;~;~;~° %..o.. o . , , . .H  ** .  o*** o . . .o**  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ° . . . .  ,OO. . . ,HH*HH*%. ,  
i/INEEO EXTRA OASH?,Ii, 
The A&W Is looking for 
• CASHIER 
to work full.time 
10 a,m..2p.m. 
five days a week 
.PLEASE APPLY  IN PERSON AT:  
SKEENAN~LL  
(09,10) 
~ . . . : : . ' : : : : ~ : : : : : : . ; : : : : :  
PUBLIC NOTICE 
TO BOATING 
To effect construction of a pipeline It will be 
necessary to obstruct he north channel of the Skeena 
River from a point 1,000 feet upstream of the east 
boundary of lot 4803 to a point S,000 feet upstream of the 
east boundary of lot 4803 C.R.5. This Is approximately 
38 miles west of Terrace, B.C. and Is In the general 
area of the Salvus CNR siding and Is 2.46 miles up- 
stream from the confluence of the Kasslcks and Skeena 
Rivers. River traffic Is advised to avoid the north 
channel If at all possible and to contact the power 
barge (DELTA TRANSPORTER) which Is In at- 
hmdance at the side. 
The obstruction will he a 11/= ' cable spanning the 
river. It will range In height from 2 feet to 12 feet above 
the water. There will also be a 12" discharge line 
projecting from the south bank In a northerly direction. 
This closure Is In effect SEPTEMBER 34 . OC- 
TOBER 24, 1979. 
LORAM INTERNATIONAL LTD. 
R ~ f a  Gravel_, Bags Of Cement, J NOW OPEN 
~A Yard Cmcmte Ml~r  Available for Rent. I 
wE DELIVER SATURDAYS I ..... I £X'S BODY SHO 
F.J.H. READY MIX ' I 
"r . I i n  the old McEwan's Shop 
J ~ STORE.THAT PAS EY~KYIHItq," LTD, 
Plant Off Xrumm Road ' i 4513 Grelg 635-2326 
' ThornMn , ~ 
GLACIER 
L _~,~ 4411 Legion Avmo 
A ~,~"~"  Terrace, D.C. 
~ Complete Glass and 
S Aluminum Service 
L 
s MW OPEN A 
R U 
OB& 6 , C 0 • E R 
R ,O 
y 2701 South Kalam St. M 
635-6160 A 
From 4 a.m. p 11 p.m. T 
YeUowhead Hay 
& Grain 
- Complete linage livestock feed and supplement 
- Clean and utility grain 
• Founts and feeders for all livestock 
. Dry dog & cat food 
. Pet travelling cages made to measure 
3315 Clark St. 635-3867 
Plumbing. Heating - Commercial Servicing 
Residential. Industrial • Specializing Gas Fitting 
and Sheet Metal Shop 
Charlie Belanger 
PLUMBING & HEAT ING LTD.  
'Unique Bathroom Boutique' 
443~ LAKELSE AVENUE 
P.O. Box 534 PHUNE 635.9319 
TERRACE, B.C. VSG 4B5 UR 635-9320 
Insti l l& Service Oat, Wood & Oil Furinces 
"~"  "~"J !I ~%~!~ VAN S i)ONTRAOTING 
1~!, ~ Furniture R pair 
~~"% ~Restorolloos, Hope Chests 
~ ~  Custom Halo Furniture, Refinishing 
"F -  ~ General Boildiig Contracting 
3610 Kalum 635-6685 Terrace 
q &qVquterprises 
MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
Wayne i|5.Sll4 Ernle 435.t2S3 
Days 635.4135 
Wayside Groceries 
4111.G Keith Ave. 
~iot:r I 'r ic.dl)('on~cnien('t, store 
HOURS: 
W.kd.ys 7:30 am-  12:30 am 
W.kend, 10:00 am - 11:00 pm 
I 
FJ CUlrl4 EP IN 
deLl,@lHl'% 
C@-@P 
3224 Kalum Street,Terrace 
Natural Foods-- Books-- Local Crafts 
ANYONE CANSHOPAT DELIGHTS... ' ~ 
ONLY MEMBERS GET DISCOUNTS 
FREE 
TERRACE HOTEL GIFT CERTIFICATES 
For these items 
, bear tooth , bear claws 
, wolf teeth , beaver teeth 
, moose or deer antlers (slngleor pair) 
Available at the front desk of the 
TERRACE HOTEL 
Terraoe Eleotronio RepairsLtd. 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIHAT 
~ e  AUTHURIZED 
SERVICE 
DEPUT 
Phlllps, Magnavox, Zenith 
Sanyo, Toshiba 
Mon..Sat. --  9 a.m. • 6 p.m. 
' Friday -- 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
4825 Lakelsa 43,t-4.t43 
i 
m 
• NORTHWEST PIPE 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD. 
PIPE. PL UMBINOSUPPLIES. PUMPS. 
HOSES. NUTS AND BOLTS, FENCING, 
WATER SOF TENERS ANDMORE 
5239 Keith Avenue - Near B C Hydro 
635-7158 
STARBOARD 
TACK YACHTS 
SAN JUAN 
21' to 30' Sa i l l~ l t s  
& Accessories 
635-3OOI 
Ken Hanson 
ARE YOU READY FOR 
THE COLD WEATHER? 
"WE CLEAN" 
CHIMNEYS- FURNACES- FIREPLACES 
BOILERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAL 
COMPLETE FORCED AIR HEATING SYSTEMS 
We offer the most efficient way of cleaning your entire 
heating system by using a PRO.VAC Residential- 
Commercial and Industrial Mobile Power Vacuum 
Unit. Also Introducing the new method of utilizing 
compressed air for positive action. 
"Our service gives positive and efficient results" 
Call the PRO.VAC people today and see for yourself. 
Phone:  
Terrace 635"5292 
K.lmaf 632"2466 
Pro.Vat Industries 
Can. Ltd. 
Set,vices Division 
Kltlmat.Terrace, B.C. 
EASTSIDE 
GROCER Y & LAUNDROMAT 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4438 Lakelso 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
i i ii 
, ~ . to the  
3212 KALUM PHONE 635-6357 
~t 4co  JOHN DEER 1~" GRADING 'Jr LAND CLgARING 
WITH 5TH WHEEL ~ BACKFILLING 'k LEVELING 
TERRACE 
PHONE ANYTIME; 
DAVE & ALLAN 635-3505 
i 
BILL IARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
~:~:.:.:..........:~:~:~:.:.:.:.:~../================================================= 
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE & REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
3213 KAL UM STREE I 
TERRACE. B.C. PHONE 635.2473 
C & H Industrial Cleaning 
Ltd. 
"WE TRAVEL m YOUR HOURS" 
Steam Cleaning and Pressure Washing 
PkQne 638-1634 of 635-3S4S 
MR. BUSINESSMANZ 
This Space Is Reserved 
For Your Ad. 
I III 
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CLOSER,THOUGH 
- ! 
Winterhawks take T'men 
third goals and Smender 
getting the second and 
fourth. Kitimat led 3-2 at the 
end of the second. 
Sehooley got the game's 
final goal with about three 
minutes remaining in the 
third period, which was, 
marred by short tempers 
and an indecisive fight. 
Thirteen penalties were 
called in the game, eight to 
the Timbermen and five to 
the Wlnterhawks. 
The PNWHL regular 
season schedule starts next 
Thursday, Oct. 18, wh~ 
Houston meets Burns Lake. 
The Timbermen play 
SmOthers and Houston before 
they meet the Winterhawha 
in Terrace on Wednesday, 
OCt. 24. 
Kitimat's league opener is 
at home against the Prince 
Rupert Kings, Saturday, 
Oct. 20. 
Kitimat Winterhawks met 
the Terrace Timbermen in 
Kiilmat again last night at 
the Kitimat Arena, and once 
again came away with a win, 
this time 4-2. The win 
boosted the Winterhawks 
exhibition record to two 
wins, one loss, and dropped 
the Timbermen's to two 
wins, three losses. 
Toe game was close and 
exciting, with the Tim- 
barmen outshooting the 
home team 33-31, Kitimat 
was n@er behind in the 
game, although the score 
was tied twice in the second 
period. 
Mark Schooley scored his 
first goal of two in the first 
period, this coming at the 
end of a good period of 
hockey. Dave Sharps of the 
Tlmhormen and the Win- 
terhawk's Stacey Smeader 
traded goals in the second, 
S~arpe getting the first and 
Northmen come third 
~ormman KZCKen me nat the openmg, kickoff, back for morning in a game against two samen for p!a.cing m me 
back, a Portland fullback a qmck try, and Bill Warcup trail. Although ~e Terrace ~fine~l game, wmen was tar 
club dominated the game, trophy 
the final score was 4-3 Lipinski saidthat the team 
. . . . . .  Terrace. Trail led 3-0 at the had lots of fun, played well, 
~ r r~v] r . J r ]~ "  ]D( t~ dr J • T r /~  end of the first half after and are looking forward to 
k.7./F• • .L • • ~ •  ~L k.~ ~ L . / .~  scoring a penalty kick. Ken going bank again next year. 
OF REP LEAGUE Blues win 
Due to registration problems, al) Smithers 
teams have been dropped from the Inter-City 
Minor Hockey Pep Team league. 
A revised team schedule involving Pup, 
Peewee, Bantam and Midget eams from Prince 
Rupert, Kitimat and Terrace has been compiled 
and the league will start operating the weekend 
of October 13. 
A low registration (less than 100) and 
problems getting organized lead to the decision 
to drop Smithers. If Smithers can get themselves 
arranged, they could he re-admitted by the new 
year. 
Series start 
rained out 
first game 
By GRANT KERR 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- St. 
Louis Blues didn't miss 
Garry Unger at all Tuesday 
night as they used superior 
skating to create sco¢ing 
chances and easily defeat 
Vancouver Canunks 5-2 in 
the opening ame of the 1970- 
80 National Hockey League 
seasou. 
Vancouver goal scorers 
were defenceman Lars 
Lindgrem and opportunistic 
winger Ran Sedlbauer as the 
Canucks outshat St. Louis 25. 
22 after a horrid first period. 
"We got only three shots in 
the opening period and that 
shewed we weren't skating," 
said coach Harry Ncale of 
the Canucks. "We were a 
UnBar missed his first little better the last two 
BALTIMORE (AP) -- The 
1979 World Series still was 
tied 0-0 today because not 
even baseball's annual fall 
classic can fool around with 
Mother Nature. 
It rained on the scheduled 
Tuesday night opener st the 
best.of-seven series between 
Baltimore Orioles and Pitts- 
burgh Pirates. 
It marked the first time in 
the 76-year history of the 
games that the opener was 
postponed. And it was the 
20th time a series game 
hewed to the elements -- 25 
to rain and one because of 
cold weather. 
Baseball commissioner 
Bowie Kuhn called off the 
game at 8:32 p.m., Just two 
minutes after the scheduled 
starting Ume, The decision 
was booed by the fans, but 
Justified by the continuing 
downpour and dire weather 
forecast for the rest of 
Tuesday night. 
There was no way the 
American League champion 
Orioles and National League 
winning Pirates could have 
played on the sopping wet 
natural grass and dirt 
surface. Although a tar- 
paulin covered the infield, 
the outfield was full of 
puddles. 
It wouldn't have taken long 
once the tarp was off to turn 
the infield into a quagmire, 
And, the valuable talent on 
both teams would have been 
subjected to pouible injury, 
As a result of the first 
World Series poetpenement 
since 1976, when the fourth 
game between Cincinnati 
Reds and New York Yankees 
was delayed a day by rain, 
the Orioles and Pirates will 
forego their travel day 
Thursday. 
The series opene tonight 
and continues Thursday 
night. The teams will hueile 
to Pittsburgh for a third 
game Friday night. The 
fourth game is scheduled for 
Pittsburgh on Saturday 
atternoun. 
If needed, a fifth game Is 
scheduled for Pittsburgh 
Sunday afternoon, with 
Monday off and a return to 
Baltimore if the sixth and 
seventh games are 
necessary. 
Managers Earl Weaver of 
the Orioles ~nd Chuck 
Tanner of the Pirates, said 
the rainout would not affect 
their llneups for the delayed 
opener. 
Weaver said Mike 
Flanagan, whose 23 victories 
led the majors during the 
regular season, still would 
open for the Orioles, Weaver 
also held to his plan to use 
Mark Belanger at shortstop 
for more defensive strength. 
Weaver said John 
Lowenstein, a loft.handed 
hitter, would be in left, and 
switoh-hitter Billy Smith at 
second base, to give 
Baltimore more offence 
against Pirates' starter 
Bruce Kiscn, a right-hander. 
Weaver went so far as to 
name hie starting pitchers 
for the next three games -- 
Jim Palmer, Scott 
McGregor and Dennis 
Martinez. Tanner diselosod 
only that he would use Bert 
Blyleven and John Cande- 
latin in the ne:~t two games. 
Tanner said that If 
Flanagan was the Orioles' 
starter tonight, he would 
suck with Bill Robinson in 
left-field and rookie Stove 
Nicesia behind the plato. 
Both swing from the right 
side and would make the 
Pirates more effec?Ive 
against the left.handed 
Flanugan. 
Weaver and Orioles' fans 
still were concerned about 
how the non.use of the 
Amer ican  League 
designated hitter ule in the 
series would affect 
Baltimore, 
Woaver expects itto make 
a difference nonce he will 
have to let his pitchers bat 
instead of Lee May, the 
club's designated hitter 
during the regular season. 
May hit 19 home runs and 
had 69 RBI, 
Flanagan hasn't batted 
since he was in the minor 
leagues three years ago, 
Ktsen had eight hits and 
drove in nix rums, including 
four with a grand slam 
during the regular season. 
Flanagan was 23-9 with a 
2.65 ERA in the regular 
American League season 
while Kison was 13-7, with a 
3,14 ERA. 
start after playing in .833.; periods, but you've got to 
consecutive games;, the au- start hotter at home against 
time_NHL record, after a skating team likeSt, Louis. 
playing out his option and "The Blues took the game 
shopping his uerviees around away from us in the opening 
the league. The lronman has period and we got kind of 
apparently made a deal with frustrated and made a lot of 
Atlanta Flames, bad plays, We had lots of 
. The youthful Blues got a scoring .chances, but those 
good effort from goaltender shots never seem to go in 
Ed Staniowski and their when you get off to a bad 
penalty.killers as they took start like we did tonight." 
period leads of 2.0 and 3-1 in Plager said his team was 
an impressive win over the nervous in the first period, 
disorganized Canuoks. "but we settled down and 
"It Was a good effort by played our pouitions well. 
everyone, but especially by I don't hink we got caught 
the goaltender and the out of position more than 
penalty-kiilers," said coach once or twice in the last two 
Barclay Plager of the Blues. periods." 
"We're a skating team and Staniowski made two 
we created two of our goals brilliant saves against 
by skating and being in good centre Thomas Gradin, one 
position in their end." of the few bright spots in the 
St. Louis got goats from Vancouver lineup. 
rookie Bob Crawford, Blake The Canucks played 
Dunlop, Wayne Babych, without captain Don Lever, 
Brian Surer and Hartland who was sitting out a one- 
Monahan as the Blues took game snspension imposed by 
adv.antage of the few good the league after being 
scormg opportunities they detected as the first player 
got. Monahan's goal was into oft the bench Oct. 6 in 
an empty net. Colorado during abrawl with 
the Rockies. 
The Cenuoks had nine Vancouver ales lost defen- 
power plays against the ceman John Hughes after 
aggressive Blues, but many the first period when he 
times didn't even get a shot reinjured his ankle while 
on goal ae they tended to blocking a shot. Hughes also 
overpass instead of taking was involved in two of the 
the obvious hots. On other four fights during the game. 
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"20 Orlglrlll Hill ~. By B l ~  ~ '1 " 
'1 Get Around' By VARIOUS ARTISTS ... 
Plus a wide assortment of other albums by popular artists. 'Moments To Remember - Our Exclu.eiva_ I 
Come check our Selection of Hltsl j ~1~ "16 Hltsby ORIGINAL ARTISTS" sucn as lony 
Av . . . . . . .  , - . I ~ Bennett & Johnny /~ethls ~ j 
allOOlS In LP I Only, ea.: n & many others. Jqlm~ ~ 
"lib 
Favorita. 
1~R~:r" "- O~,- Now's the time to add to your collection 
o~Y"  ~ ';R, with a large selection of hill st one low 
! ,,,ca. .. 
II i i~ .~ : _  . . . . .  F;ill !i 'Greased LlghMIng' 'c. ...... ," 
Y ~  I l ~ i ! l  ! VARIOUS ARTISTS each: ~ .~ 
'" J - _ : _ " t  
I , '.,, My o.t. r#9 o • 
~'~"  \ tt :;]:" ROGER WHIT .  • ~ 
I .  ,.Tr. T . .  O , ,y .  
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ABBA 
LP, el.: .. 
5,99 ' " '; 
8-Tr. & Cast.,'aal.: 
6.99 
occasions, Staniowski was The crowd of 12,783 saw ~i;q: 
able to smother the puck in the Canucka play extremely 
.shooters failed to get their while St. Louis defencemen i ATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION 
shots up high. blocked many shots. LP, ee.: 
5.49 
8-Tr. a Cast., ca.: 
Flames sign Unger ' "  
ATLANTA (CP) -- Atlanta Koa, centre Red Laurence 
Flames announced today the and a secondreund pick in 
signing of free-agent Garry the 1981 amateur draft as 
Unger to a National Hockey compensation. 
League contract. 
Unger, who played in a Unger had eight con- 
record 883.. consective l ague eecuUve 30-goal seasons 
games e~tering the 1979-60 behind him, third behind 
cam~lgu, was expected to Bobby Hull (13) and Phil 
e0(tond that mark tonight in Espesito (12). In 12 NHL 
Quebec City after reaching campaigns with Toronto 
agreement with Atlanta Maple Loafs, Detroit Red 
Flames general manager Wings and St. Louis, he 
Cliff Fletcher early today, scored 377 goals -- 17th ~1 
The Flames open their career totals-- and collected 
season against the Nor- 3~2 assists. 'Very nest o4 Loraffa & Conway' 
0~1~ TWITTY & LYNN di er, 32, an Edmonton With the high.powered LP, el.: 
native, played out the option Flames, who were sur- s.49 
year of his contract withSt, prising preliminary round a-Tr., as.: 5.49 
Louis Blues last year and victims of Toronto in the case., ca.: 5.49 
became a free agent June I. W~-79 playoffs, URger is the 
Since the deal was com- 10th forward to score 20 or 
pletod before the Flames more goals last year. 
opened their 1979.80 cam- 
peign, Unger'e NHL record Ksa, 31, was starting hie 
of 883 consceutive games will sixth seasou with the Flames 
be extended tonight at and scored six goals and 
Quebec City. added 18 assists last season. 4447 Lakolea, Terrace 
The Flames gave up Laurence,32, scored 14 goals 63s.7281 or 435.3410 
veteran defenceman Ed last year, 
I I 
/ 
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Albums With Hours Of Llstasing P/~sure 
Such as 'Star Wars' by MECO: 'Songs Of Love & 
Places' by  KEATH BARRIE: 'Best Of' by 
LOVIN' SPOONFUL: 'Country Music Now & 
Then' by STATLER BROS. & many more. 
LP's, a a c ~  
" '  . . . . .  ~i:. "~!::~:::~; i~ 
~I::)'~:::'., ~:'::.~ ~;~," . ~ : ~ :  ~!  
'Flying Colors' 'Some Kind Of woman' 
TROOPER GOOD BROTHERS 
• , , , ,  . ,  , " .  ' LP, ea.: ". LP;'ia.t ;,. :'~ 
&49 '4,~t ' " " 
8-Tr. & fiat., ca.: I.Tr. JL ca l l . ,  ~NI.: 
7,49 ~.~ 
'Greatast Hits' 
WAYLON JENNINGS 
LP, ca.: 
4.99 
I-Tr. & f in . ,  ca.: 
S.t9 
0 
fo ryour  
shopping 
conven ience  
Prices Effective Oct. 10th.lSth 
While Quantities Last. 
'Great Balls Of Fire' 
DOLLY PARTON 
LP, sa.: 
4.99 
|.Tr. & Call., H.: 
$.~ 
• . ~]~ 
:< .:~i 
'You're My Jamaica' 
CHARLEY PRIDE 
LP, as.: 
4.99 
I.Tr. & Call., OU.: 
5.99 
Illvon'¢l  
Men--Wed. 
9:30 am • 6:00 pm 
Thurs. & Frl. Sat. 
9:30 am • 9:00 vm 9:00 am-6pm 
We Reserve The Right 
To Limit Qwnflfles 
